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Abstract

Founded in 1987 by law professors David Wexler and the late Bruce Winick, therapeutic jurisprudence (or “TJ”) is a multidisciplinary school of legal theory and practice that examines the therapeutic and anti-therapeutic properties of law, policy, and legal institutions. In legal events and transactions, TJ inherently favors outcomes that advance human dignity and psychological well-being. Starting with original groundings in mental health and mental disability law, criminal law, and problem-solving courts, and with a geographic focus on the United States, TJ now embraces many aspects of law and policy and presents a strong international orientation.

This article provides a meta-level examination of the field, including its origins, core doctrinal and theoretical foundations, critical reviews, expansion into many areas of law, procedure, and legal institutions, and connections with other modalities of legal theory and practice. Furthermore, it assesses TJ’s standing and considers opportunities and challenges for the field’s expansion and growth. The intended purpose of this article is two-fold: First, to spur discussions within the TJ community about the past, present, and future of the field; and second, to provide a substantive, yet accessible introduction to TJ for those who wish to learn more about it.
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INTRODUCTION

Founded in 1987 by American law professors David Wexler and Bruce Winick,1 therapeutic jurisprudence (TJ) is an interdisciplinary school of theory and practice that examines “the extent to which substantive rules, legal procedures, and the roles of lawyers and judges produce therapeutic or antitherapeutic consequences.”2 In legal events and transactions, TJ inherently favors outcomes that advance human dignity and psychological well-being.3 Starting with original groundings in mental health and mental disability law, criminal law, and problem-solving courts, and with a geographic focus on the United States, TJ now embraces many aspects of law and policy and presents a strong international orientation.4 As summarized by Amy Campbell and Kathy Cerminara:5

Since its development within mental health law in the U.S., and application to problem-solving courts, the field has expanded its substantive and geographic scope. . . In addition to formal applications in judging and lawyering, TJ’s application has expanded to fields such as: family law, education settings, forensic psychology, psychiatry, elder law, employment law, and military law. Moreover, we find international adopters in many lands, including Canada, France, Sweden, Australia, New Zealand, and even Pakistan.6

During the past three decades, TJ has grown into a global community of law school faculty, judges, attorneys, scholars and practitioners from related disciplines, and law and graduate students. They have built a considerable body of work appearing in

---

1 See David B. Wexler, Mental Health Law and the Seeds of Therapeutic Jurisprudence, in THE ROOTS OF MODERN PSYCHOLOGY AND LAW: A NARRATIVE HISTORY 79 (Thomas Grisso & Stanley L. Brodsky, eds., 2018) [hereinafter Seeds of TJ] (stating that “TJ’s official ‘birth’ can be traced to a presentation given in October 1987”); Amy T. Campbell & Kathy Cerminara, Foreword: A Tribute to David Wexler Through a Forward-Looking Agenda for Therapeutic Jurisprudence Editorial, 63 INT’L J. L. AND PSYCHIATRY 1 (2019) [hereinafter Foreword] (stating that “David Wexler, in partnership with his colleague Bruce Winick, developed TJ…”). As the forthcoming commentary will amply illustrate, David Wexler, now at the University of Puerto Rico law school, remains very active in the TJ community. Bruce Winick continued to play a major role in the development of TJ as well, until his death in 2010.


5 Campbell and Cerminara, Foreword, supra note 1, at 1.

6 Id. (citations omitted).

7 See id.; Perlin, Have You Seen Dignity?, supra note 3 at 1145-46 (noting TJ’s growth into an international and multidisciplinary enterprise); David C. Yamada, Therapeutic Jurisprudence and the Practice of Legal Scholarship, 41 U. MEMPHIS L. REV. 121, 141 (2010) [hereinafter The Practice of Legal Scholarship]
law reviews and journals, academic and professional books, social media, and other venues, complemented by conferences, workshops, and seminars held around the world. In 2017, this expanding network would coalesce in the creation of the International Society for Therapeutic Jurisprudence (ISTJ), a learned, non-profit organization dedicated to public education about TJ.

Despite this growing array of scholarship and professional practice and an expanding global network, TJ has yet to establish itself as a mainstream presence in legal education and the legal profession in any of the regions where it currently enjoys its most concentrated followings, including North America, Oceania, Europe, and Ibero-America. Furthermore, awareness of TJ pales when compared with that of other schools of legal thought that became prominent during the last century, such as legal realism, law and economics, and branches of Critical Legal Studies.

With TJ’s thirtieth anniversary and the launch of the ISTJ now in the rearview mirror, this is an opportune time to canvass and assess the field and to suggest future directions for scholarship and practice, drawing primarily upon the wealth of pertinent law review articles and other published materials. Thus, the plan is to proceed as follows: Part I explains TJ’s foundations. This includes a short history of TJ’s development, its core subject matter areas, and its theoretical roots and relationships. Part II examines TJ’s expansion into many doctrinal and procedural areas of law and policy and legal institutions, as well as connections to other legal theories and frameworks. Part III assesses TJ’s global presence, the challenges it faces, and opportunities for growth. The article concludes with an enthusiastic but qualified invitation to join this very engaged community of scholars, jurists, and practitioners.

(observing that a series of conference panels on TJ-related topics at the 2009 International Congress on Law and Mental Health featured “law professors, attorneys, judges, mental health providers, and graduate students”).

8 This collective body of work includes, inter alia, hundreds of law review and journal articles with TJ themes, many of which are searchable in an online database (TJ Bibliography Search Page,

9 See David Yamada, Launched in Prague: The International Society for Therapeutic Jurisprudence, MINDING THE WORKPLACE (July 14, 2017) [hereinafter Launched in Prague], available at:
INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR THERAPEUTIC JURISPRUDENCE, available at:

10 Geographical references to TJ’s strongest bases of support are drawn from the experience of building the International Society for Therapeutic Jurisprudence, including the creation of regional and national chapters established as of July 2019. See Chapters/Interest Groups, International Society for Therapeutic Jurisprudence, at https://www.intltj.com/chapters-interest-groups/.

11 This statement is the author’s assessment. No empirical data exists to compare TJ’s following with that of other frameworks of legal theory and practice.
Before proceeding, I readily disclose that is an insider’s view, with conceded biases that may accompany such close connections. I first became associated with TJ some 12 years ago, when I found that my work in employment law and policy, especially writings related to workplace bullying and abuse, continuously led me to questions of psychology and mental health. This growing interest would lead to an affiliation that has deepened considerably during the past decade.

As a relative newcomer to the field, for years I have perceived a strong need for a meta-level law review article that summarizes TJ’s overall development, examines its current state, and considers its prospects for the future. The intended purpose of such a commentary would be two-fold: First, to spur discussion within the TJ community about the past, present, and future of the field; and second, to provide a substantive, yet accessible introduction to TJ for those who wish to learn more about it. Concededly, these two divergent intended audiences have given me some trepidation over striking the right balance of depth versus breadth. Nevertheless, I offer the following commentary with aspirations of encouraging greater understanding of, and interest in, TJ’s promise for shaping law, policy, and legal institutions.

I. TJ FOUNDATIONS

This Part explores TJ’s origins, early core subject matter development, core theoretical bases, significant critiques and reviews of the field, and emerging analytical frameworks and methodologies. This is the historical base of this young field. In fact, those who have only a passing familiarity with TJ are likely to associate it with the topics discussed here.

A. Origins

---


TJ’s origin story is grounded in an intellectual epiphany and the fostering of a long-time academic collaboration. During the 1970s and 1980s, University of Arizona law professor David Wexler had been building a scholarly and teaching agenda around the emerging field of mental health law, including its applications to criminal procedure, juvenile rights, and civil and criminal confinement. Although his initial writings had adopted a “rights orientation” for mental health patients, he found himself wanting to move in a different direction, by looking at how the law “might be used as ‘an agent’ to promote positive ‘behavioral change.’” Accordingly, his scholarship began to embrace themes of “law as therapy” or “therapy through law.” After a failed attempt at naming this area of focus for a conference audience in 1987 (let us say that the trial balloon of “Juridical Psychotherapy” did not win over his colleagues), Wexler suggested the term “therapeutic jurisprudence,” and it would stick.

Wexler’s scholarship was evolving into this new mode during the creation of a friendship and collaboration with University of Miami law professor Bruce Winick, which began in 1975. As described in legal historian Constance Backhouse’s 2016 profile and interview of Wexler:

Wexler was on sabbatical in Miami, and was assigned an office next to Winick, who was then in his first year of teaching. As luck would have it, both of them taught mental health law. It was the sort of accidental juxtapositioning that other scholars could only dream of. The two struck up a professional and social relationship that would span many decades, serving as “mutual catalysts” and “sounding boards” for TJ ideas.

Thus began a long association that would establish Wexler and Winick as the co-founders of therapeutic jurisprudence. During the 1990s and 2000s, this would include a series of co-authored and co-edited volumes that helped to establish TJ’s intellectual core. Each would also develop his own TJ-related scholarly agenda.

Wexler’s writings would focus on mental health and criminal justice, and have continued to do so since then. Early on, he emphasized TJ’s task of identifying

---

15 See Constance Backhouse, An Introduction to David Wexler, the Person Behind Therapeutic Jurisprudence, 1 INT’L J. THERAPEUTIC JURISPRUDENCE 1, 7-9 (2016) [hereinafter Wexler Profile] (describing Wexler’s work).
16 Id. at 9.
17 Id. at 10.
18 Wexler, Seeds of TJ, supra note 1, at 90.
19 Backhouse, Wexler Profile, supra note 15, at 11.
20 See Wexler, Seeds of TJ, supra note 1, at 90 (stating that “we were the principle co-developers of TJ, known as ‘the Ws.’”).
“relationships between legal arrangements and therapeutic outcomes,” applying disciplines such as “philosophy, psychiatry, psychology, social work, criminal justice, public health, and other fields.”

These research inquiries “should then usefully inform policy determinations regarding law reform.” Wexler continues to develop TJ as an intellectual movement, including framing ways to apply its precepts.

Until his death in 2010, Winick’s writings covered a wide range of topics, including preventive law, criminal justice, mental health, legal practice, and legal education. He would do foundational work on TJ and civil commitment, setting out a framework that addressed both legal rights and clinical needs. Winick, too, would help to define the field of TJ in more general terms, as exemplified in an influential piece on “the jurisprudence of therapeutic jurisprudence,” discussed in greater detail below. Together, Wexler and Winick created an initial foundation upon which others would build. As summarized by Christopher Slobogin in 1995:

Wexler’s and Winick’s articles are paradigmatic of therapeutic jurisprudence. They rely on behavioral science research and theory in making suggestions designed to enhance the therapeutic impact of substantive and procedural law and of the judges’, lawyer’s, and clinician’s roles in applying it. When relevant behavioral science data do not exist, they construct testable hypotheses that they hope will inspire empirical work.

Law professor Michael Perlin and California trial court judge Peggy Hora would soon join Wexler and Winick to form what might be called the original TJ pantheon. Perlin has produced a prodigious body of TJ-related scholarship, emphasizing mental disability law. In 1993, he hosted the first academic conference on TJ at the New York Law School. Hora has played a pioneering role in the establishment and growth of

24 Id.
27 See Bruce Winick, Civil Commitment: A Therapeutic Jurisprudence Model (2005).
31 Perlin, Have You Seen Dignity?, supra note 3, at 1142-43.
problem solving courts. Among her many judicial and professional posts, she served as presiding judge of a California drug treatment court from 1998 to 2005. As a tribute to their contributions to the field, Hora, Perlin, Wexler, and Winick were designated honorary presidents of the International Society for Therapeutic Jurisprudence in 2017.

**B. Early Subject Matter Development**

1. Core Doctrinal Bases

In a 1991 article examining the development of therapeutic jurisprudence, Wexler and Winick suggested that TJ could prompt the next generation for law reform under a law and mental health rubric. While acknowledging TJ’s initial focus “on the core content areas of mental health law,” they foresaw “applications in forensic psychiatry, health law, and a variety of allied legal fields, including criminal law, juvenile law, and family law, and probably across the entire legal gamut.” They also clarified that the therapeutic focus itself should not be exclusive, observing that considerations of economics, public safety, and basic rights also must be incorporated into legal decision making.

The doctrinal examples discussed in their 1991 article exemplified much of TJ’s initial foundational base: (1) “the right to refuse treatment” in mental health contexts; (2) “the constitutionality of coercive treatment of death row inmates found incompetent to be executed”; and (3) “the need to consider new mechanisms to improve treatment of criminal defendants found incompetent to stand trial.” For each of these issues, they offered lists of TJ-focused questions designed to help answer and foster sound legal rules and rulings, supported by psychological and psychiatric research and evidence.

Along with Wexler and Winick, Robert Schopp would help to build the field’s foundations in mental health law. For example, in an early article, he would explore policy tensions between the “legal protection of liberty and the therapeutic mission of the mental health system.” Schopp posited that early TJ work has sought a convergence of

---


34 See ISTJ Leadership, at https://www.intlj.com/about/leadership/.

35 Wexler & Winick, supra note 2, at 981.

36 Id. at 982.

37 See id. at 982-83.

38 Id. at 990.

39 See id. at 989-1001.

these two priorities by “exploring potential developments in mental health law intended to promote both liberty and therapeutic effectiveness.”\[^{41}\] However, he understood that, at times, “legal doctrine designed to maximize therapeutic effectiveness will do so at the expense of individual liberty, while uncompromising protection of liberty will impede effective treatment.”\[^{42}\]

Michael Perlin’s early writings would help to ground TJ in mental disability law. Among other things, he contributed the concept of “sanism” to the nomenclature of mental disability law and TJ, identifying a form of prejudice or bias akin to racism or sexism.\[^{43}\] “Society fears, victimizes and brutalizes people with mental illness” he observed, adding that “(p)eople with mental disabilities have largely been invisible and without political power.”\[^{44}\] He argued that many actors within the legal system – including legislators, judges, lawyers, and legal scholars – perpetuate sanism in the creation, application, practice, and teaching of law.\[^{45}\]

In terms of potential systemic responses to issues surrounding mental health and criminal justice, many TJ adherents have turned their focus to problem solving courts. As explained by Peggy Hora, problem solving courts “focus on the underlying medical and social issues and chronic behaviors of court users who often have recurring contacts with the justice system.”\[^{46}\] These courts typically serve a diversionary function by facilitating alternatives to criminal sanctions – especially incarceration -- and attempting to foster rehabilitation and reduce recidivism.\[^{47}\] They appear in various forms, including “adult drug treatment courts, driving while impaired courts, juvenile drug courts, mental health courts, family dependency treatment courts, domestic violence courts, community courts, unified family courts, and tribal healing-to-wellness courts.”\[^{48}\]

A classic example is a mental health court, defined by Winick as “a misdemeanor criminal court designed to deal with people arrested for minor offenses whose major problem is mental illness rather than criminality.”\[^{49}\] Mental health courts seek to divert parties from incarceration through voluntary treatment, social services assistance, and judicial monitoring.\[^{50}\] They also create a unique role for judges, by facilitating a “collaborative, interdisciplinary approach to problem solving” in the administration of

\[^{41}\] Id. at 31.
\[^{42}\] Id. at 31-32.
\[^{45}\] See id. at 398-406.
\[^{46}\] Hora, et al., Drug Treatment Court Movement, supra note 32 at 439.
\[^{48}\] Hora, Courting New Solutions, supra note 32, at 7-8 (citations omitted).
\[^{49}\] Winick, Problem Solving Courts, supra note 47 at 1059.
\[^{50}\] Id. at 1059-60.
This involves an ongoing exercise of emotional intelligence, in addition to applying analytical decision making skills.

Judge Ginger Lerner-Wren provides a personal look at this role in a recent book recounting her service as the first judge of the nation’s first mental health court, founded in 1997 in Broward County, Florida. Within her first year, she began to understand “the depth of emotional pain and desperation of many of the families who came to court seeking help on behalf of loved ones who were ill.” This informed how she would manage her judicial practice:

I understood that to humanize justice, court proceedings needed to feel welcoming and hopeful. My goal was to create a sharp contrast to how court process typically was experienced by articulating a warm welcome and by explaining the concepts and principles of psychiatric rehabilitation in simple, easy-to-understand terms, whenever possible. The mission for a court of refuge would be to leverage the law to reach a therapeutic outcome.

2. Building on Core Doctrine

On a global scale, much of TJ’s post-foundational “growth spurt” would build upon the core subject matter developed by early TJ scholars. A quick survey of work being done demonstrates the variety of topics addressed and the appearance of new contributors to the literature. This remains TJ’s intellectual hub.

Cynthia Adcock’s commentary about the anti-therapeutic consequences of administering the death penalty in the U.S. is an excellent and accessible example about how core conceptualizations of TJ would inform later work. Adcock, a veteran capital defense attorney and law professor, considers the mental health impacts of capital litigation and execution protocols on a wide range of legal actors, beyond the condemned prisoners.

Accordingly to Adcock, the impacted individuals include defense lawyers, prosecutors, witnesses, jurors, trial and appellate court judges and staff, family members of both defendants and victims, prison employees administering the death penalty, elected officials weighing requests for stays and commutations, ministers serving the prisoners, and the general public. Parties closest to the executions – either by relation to the condemned or by duties to carry out the sentence – are especially prone to

51 Id. at 1060.
53 Id. at 13.
54 Id.
56 See id. at 291-92.
57 Id.
experiencing significant collateral trauma, including post traumatic stress disorder. These additional human costs are among the reasons to reconsider the merits of the death penalty.

Adcock’s article embodies a lot of TJ scholarship in both substance and voice. First, it avoids taking the kind of hardline, argumentative stance sometimes found in legal academic prose. It also takes into account the interests of multiple actors and stakeholders affected by a series of legal events, emphasizing the therapeutic versus anti-therapeutic effects of those proceedings. In addition, it is grounded in the human perspectives of the legal processes it examines, rather than in strict ideology.

While commentaries on capital punishment may offer dramatic appeal, problem-solving courts have attracted the most scholarly attention among this next wave of TJ work. A sampling of topics includes rewards and sanctions in mental health courts (Virginia Barber-Rioja and Merrill Rotter), the theory and practice of problem-solving courts (Ursula Castellano), challenges to creating successful drug treatment courts in the U.S. (Caroline Cooper), the constitutionality of problem-solving courts in Australia (James Duffy), factors contributing toward the success of mental health courts (Michelle Edgely), roles of judges in family violence courts (Michael King and Becky Batagol), supporting persons with intellectual and developmental disabilities in Ontario problem-solving courts (Voula Marinos and Lisa Whittingham), researching specialist criminal courts in New Zealand (Katey Thom and Stella Black), and forensic psychology in problem-solving courts (Lenore Walker, David Shapiro, and Stephanie Akl).

An important sub-category of work on problem-solving courts addresses the legal interests of Indigenous populations. Relevant commentaries have examined wellness

---

58 See id. at 293-318 (examining psychological impact of death penalty on specific stakeholder groups).
59 See id. 318-19.
62 Caroline Cooper, Drug Treatment Courts and Their Progeny in the U.S.: Overcoming Their Winding Trajectory to Make the Concept work for the Long Term, 8 INT’L J. COURT ADM. 1 (2017).
67 Katey Thom & Stella Black, Exploring Therapeutic Jurisprudence in New Zealand Specialist Criminal Courts, in TJ METHODOLOGY AND PRACTICE, supra note 4, at 175-96.
68 LENORE E. WALKER, DAVID SHAPIRO & STEPHANIE AKL, INTRODUCTION TO FORENSIC PSYCHOLOGY: CLINICAL AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES 2D ED. 111-120 (2020).
courts for Native American societies (Joseph Thomas Flies-Away and Carrie Garrow),
First Nation courts in Canada (Shelly Johnson), Aboriginal Sentencing Courts in
Australia (Michael King and Kate Auty), New Zealand specialized courts integrating
Māori principles and practices (Katey Thom, Stella Black, and Rawiri Pene), and the
Navajo Nation judicial system (James Zion).

Beyond the realm of problem-solving courts, an array of other subjects related to
mental health, mental disability, and criminal justice have attracted scholarly attention.
They include compulsory drug treatment programs in Australia (Astrid Birgden),
involvement of domestic violence victims in criminal sentencing (Hadar Dancig-
Rosenberg and Dana Pugach), interactions between police and mentally disabled
persons (Michael Perlin and Alison Lynch), the role of apology in criminal cases
(Carrie Petrucci), zealous criminal defense practice in a TJ mode (Robert Ward),
evaluation of the Israeli Youth Act (Dana Segev).

Finally, an assortment of doctoral theses incorporating TJ themes illustrates how
the field has become a focus of deeper research and analysis for graduate-level study. For
example, Liz Richardson describes how her doctoral thesis evaluating mental health
courts in Australia evolved into a “TJ” PhD, once she was introduced to the field at a
conference during which David Wexler set out TJ’s basic theoretical framework.

---

Doctoral theses by Anna Kawalek (applying TJ to the work of a specialist court in England and Wales), Erin Mackay (examining whether TJ serves the interests of Indigenous survivors of sexual violence), Nigel Stobbs (examining TJ and adversarial justice), and Amanda Wilson (examining TJ, criminal justice, and gender) further display TJ’s appeal to graduate researchers.

***

Of course, there is much more to the story. TJ’s expansion into many other aspects of law, policy, and legal institutions, especially those crossing into civil justice issues, is key among them. Part II will examine these developments and the promise of more to come, followed by a look at overlapping and related frameworks of theory and practice. Also significant are TJ’s evolution into a global community and its potential for growth and greater influence, which are focal points of Part III. However, before embarking upon these explorations, we next will consider TJ’s theoretical bases (section C), responses to and critiques of TJ (section D), and theoretical frameworks and methodologies built around TJ (section E).

C. *Core Theoretical Bases*

1. Therapeutic vs. Anti-Therapeutic

Bruce Winick’s 1997 examination of the “jurisprudence of therapeutic jurisprudence” helps to set out TJ’s early theoretical base. With TJ’s tenth anniversary at hand, the field had matured in depth and breadth to where Winick could offer a more full-throated definition:

*Therapeutic jurisprudence* is the study of the role of the law as a therapeutic agent. It is an interdisciplinary enterprise designed to produce scholarship that is particularly useful for law reform. Therapeutic jurisprudence proposes the exploration of ways in which, consistent with principles of justice and other constitutional values, the knowledge, theories, and insights of the mental health and related disciplines can help shape the development of the law. Therapeutic jurisprudence builds on the

---


insight that the law itself can be seen to function as a kind of therapist or therapeutic agent. Legal rules, legal procedures, and the roles of legal actors (such as lawyers and judges) constitute social forces that, whether intended or not, often produce therapeutic or antitherapeutic consequences. Therapeutic jurisprudence calls for the study of these consequences with the tools of the social sciences to identify them and to ascertain whether the law’s antitherapeutic effects can be reduced, and its therapeutic effects enhanced, without subordinating due process and other justice values.86

With that definition in place, Winick acknowledged TJ’s ancestral ties to “movements such as the sociological jurisprudence of Roscoe Pound and the legal realism of Karl Llewellyn and others.”87 He invoked a range of social science disciplines that are relevant to TJ, including “political science, economics, anthropology, sociology, and psychology.”88 He held that this multidisciplinary perspective on the law is “normative in its orientation,” in that “the therapeutic domain is important and ought to be understood and somehow factored into legal decision making.”89 He continued:

Therapeutic jurisprudence suggests that, other things being equal, positive therapeutic effects are desirable and should generally be a proper aim of law, and antitherapeutic effects are undesirable and should be avoided or minimized. Because this normative agenda drives therapeutic jurisprudence research, it is not the neutral, value-free mode of scholarly inquiry that law and psychology and social science in law often try to be. In this respect, therapeutic jurisprudence is more like law and economics, critical legal studies, feminist jurisprudence, and critical race theory – all of which are schools of jurisprudence that examine law with a particular normative orientation.90

References to the law serving as a therapeutic agent and to the therapeutic and anti-therapeutic consequences of legal events trace back to TJ’s very origins. In addition, two additional concepts – dignity and compassion – have entered into the heart of discussions about TJ’s theoretical foundations.

2. Dignity

Michael Perlin has asserted that dignity “is the core of the entire therapeutic jurisprudence enterprise” and that we cannot “seriously write about or think about TJ without taking seriously the role of dignity in the legal process.”91 We have at our

86 Id. at 185.
87 Id. at 186 (footnotes omitted).
88 Id.
89 Id. at 188.
90 Id. at 188-189.
91 Perlin, Have You Seen Dignity, supra note 3 at 1137. See also Michael L. Perlin, “The Judge, He Cast His Robe Aside”: Mental Health Courts, Dignity and Due Process, 3 MENTAL HEALTH L. & POL’Y J. 1
disposal several relevant conceptualizations of dignity to help guide our way. Robert Schopp has connected dignity with TJ using this definition:

In ordinary language, dignity refers to “[t]he quality of being worthy or honourable; true worth, excellence.” Human, as an adjective, refers to properties that are “characteristic of human kind or people…of the activities, relationships, etc. of human beings, esp. as distinct from those of lower animals.” Thus, “human dignity” is reasonably interpreted as referring to the uniquely human characteristics that render humans capable of pursuing lives that manifest the worthy and honourable exercise of those characteristics. Such lives reflect the development and exercise of defensible principles of virtue and justice that distinguish honourable human lives from dishonourable human lives and from the lives of lower animals. This interpretation is consistent with the philosophical concept of dignity as “a moral worth or status usually attributed to human persons.”  

I have connected TJ and dignity in writings discussing legislation and public policy development and American employment law. Using a historical approach, I start by looking at how early understandings of dignity, even before the term was used, began shaping the law, informed by the Enlightenment and embraced by the U.S. Constitution:

First, dignity is grounded in an inherent right to be free of harm to one’s person or property. Second, the government can be both a violator and protector of individual dignity. Third, unchecked power can lead to abuses of power.

Next, I examine how more advanced applications of human dignity emerged during the second half of the twentieth century, reflecting the values of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights:

First, the law should encompass certain “positive” rights or obligations, to be effectuated by the state and perhaps by private actors. Second, the law should recognize that private actors, as well as the government, could engage in abuses of power against individuals. Third, the law should protect individuals against serious infringements upon their dignity motivated by bias due to intrinsic characteristics such as race or sex.

(2013-14) (examining role of dignity in addressing questions of adequacy of counsel and competence of defendants to participate in mental health court proceedings).

94 See Yamada, Human Dignity, supra note 12.
95 Id. at 540.
96 Id. at 544.
In their wide-ranging survey of the role of dignity in influencing legal decision making, Doron Shultziner and Itai Rabinovici reference therapeutic jurisprudence scholarship in holding that “considerations of self-worth could and often should guide public policy and legal decisions.”

They also link dignity violations to the experience of humiliation, another conceptual connection that resonates with TJ. Ultimately, they conclude that constitutional precedents from the U.S. Supreme Court, the European Court of Human Rights, and the Supreme Court of Israel may be incorporated into a workable approach that invokes dignity to protect human rights.

3. Compassion

On compassion, Lorana Bartels and Anthony Hopkins suggest that the “existence of a compassionate motivation” draws people to TJ. They continue:

The argument we make here is that TJ is founded upon the psychology of compassion, understood as a sensitivity to and concern for the suffering of others and a commitment to alleviating and preventing it. The “other” in the context of TJ is any person upon whom the law acts or any actor within the legal process.

Nigel Stobbs, founder of a new Compassion Informed Law Research program, invokes the term in critiquing the Australian criminal justice system’s treatment of incarcerated individuals during the COVID-19 pandemic. In doing so, he provides a similar conceptualization of compassion:

Compassion is a virtue, value or disposition to act which can be held by individuals or groups. Compassion is generally defined as having two elements. First is empathy – the capacity to sense that another is suffering, and to know what it might feel like to be subjected to that kind of

---
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suffering. . . . The second element of compassion is a felt need to try and alleviate that sensed suffering of others.\textsuperscript{104}

As an applied illustration, retired judges Jamey Hueston and Miriam Hutchins have urged the importance of compassion for the judiciary, stating that “(t)he training in the use of therapeutic and compassionate approaches will enable judges to craft healthier outcomes for those appearing before the court while cogently relieving judicial trauma.”\textsuperscript{105} Anticipating potential criticisms of compassion training for judges, they add that “(e)mploying compassion can neither replace nor excuse application of the law, consideration of the facts, or due process.”\textsuperscript{106} Rather, compassion training can serve as “the mark of a more expansive approach to enrich judicial decision making and impartiality.”\textsuperscript{107}

D. Responses and Critiques

Reviews and critiques of TJ have come from inside and outside of its circle, tending to focus on overall conceptualizations of TJ and implicitly emphasizing its original core topics of mental health and mental disability law, criminal justice, and problem solving courts.\textsuperscript{108} Not surprisingly, the field has attracted its share of passionate advocates and passionate critics. While it is well beyond the scope of this article to attempt to resolve the underlying debates and points of difference, I summarize the essence of these exchanges and invite readers to delve into the cited articles and chapters to learn more about them.

1. Friendly and Not-So-Friendly Reviews

In a 1995 article that would influence the dialogue within the TJ community, Christopher Slobogin reviewed the field through the eyes of a supportive critic.\textsuperscript{109} He built his review around five “dilemmas” or “conundrums” confronting TJ:

- The “identity dilemma,” asking whether TJ is “distinguishable from other jurisprudences that share its goal of using the law to improve the well-being of others”,\textsuperscript{110}
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• The “definitional dilemma,” asking whether the term “therapeutic” can “be defined in a meaningful way”,\textsuperscript{111}

• The “dilemma of empirical indeterminacy,” asking whether “the vagaries of empirical research, upon which therapeutic jurisprudence heavily relies, doom its proposals”,\textsuperscript{112}

• The “rule of law dilemma,” asking “how will a therapeutic jurisprudence proposal that benefits only a subgroup of those it affects be implemented”?,\textsuperscript{113} and,

• The “balancing dilemma,” asking “(w)hen and how should a therapeutic jurisprudence proposal be balanced against countervailing constitutional and social policies”\textsuperscript{114}

Slobogin’s review was a friendly one, concluding that TJ, “carefully planned, will help to produce a critical psychology that will force policymakers to pay more attention to the actual, rather than the assumed, impact of the law and those who implement it.”\textsuperscript{115} His analysis of TJ’s potential soft spots would prove to be influential. For example, Bruce Winick’s 1997 exploration of TJ jurisprudence (discussed above) was in part a response to points raised by Slobogin.\textsuperscript{116} Years later, Nigel Stobbs would refer to Slobogin’s article as “a watershed paper within therapeutic jurisprudence scholarship” that articulates “some of the most important jurisprudential and practical challenges that therapeutic jurisprudence faced in gaining widespread credibility among legal practitioners.”\textsuperscript{117}

In 2008, Ian Freckelton recognized that TJ’s emerging influence and success was also attracting criticisms, which he marshaled and summarized.\textsuperscript{118} These negative reviews have alleged that TJ is alternately lacking in novelty,\textsuperscript{119} lacking in definition,\textsuperscript{120} covertly paternalistic,\textsuperscript{121} lacking in clarity to legal decision makers,\textsuperscript{122} too conservative and homogeneous,\textsuperscript{123} an unnecessary and redundant conceptualization,\textsuperscript{124} intrusive upon civil liberties,\textsuperscript{125} and ultimately full of hubris and self-referentialism.\textsuperscript{126} In addition to
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responding to each of these criticisms in turn, Freckelton suggested that the sharpest of them:

...emerge from a misunderstanding of the relatively modest aspirations expressed repeatedly by [TJ co-founders] Winick and Wexler that therapeutic jurisprudence scholarship should merely provide a fillip for new perspectives and analyses that place therapeutic consequences of the law and its processes on the agenda and factor them into policy formulation and decision making, as appropriate.

Among the criticisms of TJ examined by Freckelton, questions concerning paternalism and civil liberties have probably “dogged” TJ the most, dating back to its earlier years. To explore these a bit more, let us turn to two published dialogues involving David Wexler and Bruce Winick some 15 years ago.

The first dialogue occurred between Wexler and criminal law professor Mae Quinn. In 2005, Wexler published an article in the *St. Thomas Law Review* in which he set out parameters for a holistic type of criminal defense practice that focuses on a client’s rehabilitative interests at all stages of criminal proceedings, including pre-trial, post-trial, appeal, and release and re-entry. This proposed agenda, he stated, “is intended as a warm invitation” to lawyers, judges, and other stakeholders in the criminal justice system to consider ways in which rehabilitative practices might be applied.

Quinn published a lengthy response to Wexler in the *Boston College Law Review*. She took issue with Wexler’s proposed model, positing, among other things, that it presented ethical risks of undermining an attorney’s duty to provide zealous advocacy and could impose an overly paternalistic approach to client representation. To further the dialogue, the Boston College editors invited Wexler to submit a response, which came in the form of a ten-point response, suggesting “there is greater agreement between us than [Quinn] has supposed” and endeavoring to “clarify areas of disagreement and areas in need of further attention.” Quinn then submitted a followup response, wherein she reiterated her concerns about Wexler’s proposals and TJ generally.

---
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The second dialogue concerned the merits of mental health courts, conducted as a question-and-answer exchange between Winick and disability rights attorney and former law professor Susan Stefan, in a 2005 symposium issue on mental health courts in the journal *Psychology, Public Policy, and Law*. Although their tone is always civil and respectful, it quickly becomes obvious that the two share little common ground on the merits of mental health courts. Winick, coming from a TJ perspective, believes that mental health courts are a pragmatic solution to the significant problem of untreated mental illness and a humane diversion from the criminal justice system. Stefan strongly opposes any alternative court that segregates a marginalized minority of mostly low-income people with psychiatric disabilities from the rest of the justice system and grants judges extraordinary leeway in shaping dispositions.

Both the Wexler-Quinn and Winick-Stefan exchanges go much deeper than this short summary can convey. Each reflects how therapeutic jurisprudence implicates issues of individual autonomy and civil liberties in the criminal justice arena, where adversarial justice and procedural rights are built into the systems and their surrounding legal cultures. While such disagreements are not necessarily as acute (or present at all) in other areas of law that have attracted later attention from TJ scholars and practitioners (especially civil legal matters), they nevertheless illustrate some of the key ongoing tensions in core TJ doctrine and application.

2. Stronger Definition and Theory

It is fair to say that earlier work to define TJ’s theoretical frame has led many affiliated scholars to be generally comfortable with the contours set by early writers such as Wexler, Winick, and Perlin. As a result, many a TJ law review article starts with an introduction to the essential TJ framework, often invoking the *therapeutic versus anti-therapeutic* verbiage as an obligatory framing preface, before moving on to the specific doctrinal, procedural, or policy discussion that forms the heart of the piece. In the introductory chapter to their 2019 co-edited volume on TJ methodology and practice, Nigel Stobbs, Lorana Bartels, and Michel Vols gently chide these “generic descriptions” of TJ, characterizing them as “boilerplate” rather than theory. They are among the members of a newer generation of TJ scholars who are calling upon the field to be more sharply defined and more deeply theorized.

In her 2020 article about TJ and empirical research, Anna Kawalek acknowledges “deeper-seated critiques of the TJ paradigm claiming that it is rudderless and

---
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undertheorized,” as well as ongoing exchanges about what TJ is and is not. She summarizes:

These discussions question whether TJ is a theory or a practice, multitude of normative principles, lens, philosophy, method, way of thinking, a “set of procedural guidelines, protocols and techniques,” or even an adjective or community. These debates are often concluded, and insurgents tempered, by the assertion that TJ is a heuristic tool that can have all of the above-mentioned applications depending on the way that it is applied.

The varying labels used to describe TJ apparently have not been sources of discomfort to many of its early adherents. This article freely uses a number of them (and others), if not interchangeably, then certainly without much concern over consistency in terminology. However, this conceptual fluidity is proving to be more problematic to TJ scholars who see a need for greater theoretical precision and development.

They are filling that void by injecting more structure and theory into the field, and by inviting others to do the same. These conversations can only enrich TJ’s presence as an intellectual entity. Kawalek’s article comes in the wake of the aforementioned volume co-edited by Stobbs, Bartels, and Vols – each of whom has contributed chapters discussing theoretical and methodological aspects of TJ. As discussed above, Bartels joins with Anthony Hopkins in advancing compassion as a core TJ value. Stobbs cites the usefulness of both pure theoretical as well as applied TJ research. Vols examines different definitions of theory and explores where TJ fits into that taxonomy. Both Stobbs and Vols respectfully question the shibboleth that TJ research must ultimately engage the work of law reform. They and Kawalek also propose methodologies for TJ research and analysis, which are discussed in Section E below.

This work is taking TJ into deeper theoretical dives, at times developing themes from earlier TJ-related scholarship. A prime example is Nigel Stobbs’s explorations of the relationship between TJ and adversarial forms of dispute resolution, tapping into the
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growing commentary on adversarial versus non-adversarial justice. Stobbs, whose previous life stops included work as a philosopher and criminal lawyer before becoming a legal academic, would devote his doctoral dissertation to this topic. Ultimately, he concluded that “a degree of incommensurability” exists between TJ and adversarial justice, in that TJ is willing to revisit and perhaps recast the roles of judges and other legal actors in an effort to achieve therapeutic outcomes.

E. Analytical Frameworks and Methodologies

The evolution and critiques of TJ’s theoretical bases have led to the advancement of various frameworks for analyzing legal questions. They include explorations by a newer wave of TJ-affiliated scholars who are proposing methodologies and taxonomies for engaging in TJ research, analysis, and law reform. Here is a representative sampling of this developing body of work:

1. Therapeutic Design and Application of the Law

David Wexler has identified two broad categories for TJ inquiries, “Therapeutic Design of the Law (TDL) and Therapeutic Application of the Law (TAL).” TDL examines whether legal rules and procedures have therapeutic or anti-therapeutic properties, while TAL examines whether legal actors are practicing and applying the law in a therapeutic or anti-therapeutic manner. This model provides an easy TJ-framed lens on how the law, legal systems, and legal institutions operate and change.

The TDL/TAL model reflects the maturation of Wexler’s frame on basic TJ analysis. From its early days, TJ has addressed substantive law and procedure as well as the roles and behaviors of legal actors. Both Wexler and Winick would invoke a “wine and bottles” analogy to illustrate this dual focus, with the “wine” being the actions of legal actors (TAL), and the “bottles” being legal and procedural rules (TDL). The
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TDL/TAL terminology seems more fitting for academic and professional discourse and already has started to gain currency among TJ scholars.155

2. Legal Proceedings: Voice, Validation, and Voluntary Participation

TJ has long embraced the therapeutic effects of parties in legal proceedings having sufficient voice and autonomy. Amy Ronner has developed a framework for gauging parties’ experiences with the legal system:

…when individuals feel that the legal system has treated them with fairness, respect, and dignity, it has a therapeutic effect: the participants in the process do not just experience greater satisfaction, but tend to be more inclined to accept responsibility for their own conduct, take charge, and reform. There are essentially three core components to such a therapeutic experience, which can be called “the three Vs”: namely, a sense of voice, validation, and voluntary participation.156

In litigation, “voice” means “a chance to tell [one’s] story to a decision maker.”157 “Validation” means that the tribunal genuinely considered the litigant’s story.158 When parties experience both voice and validation, “they are more at peace with the outcome.”159 These qualities “create a sense of voluntary participation,” in which the legal proceeding is perceived as being less coercive in nature.160 By contrast, when a party is denied this experience in litigation, “it can engender a ‘learned helplessness,’ which promotes apathy, retards change, and causes individuals to basically give up.”161

Ronner applied her framework to a juvenile justice proceeding in a Florida case that involved an intellectually challenged, 12-year-old boy (“T.S.D.”) who was arrested for auto theft and burglary and waived his constitutional right to legal representation during a custodial interrogation that led to a confession.162 Ultimately, the appellate litigation clinic at St. Thomas University, which Ronner taught, successfully represented T.S.D. by obtaining a reversal on appeal of a trial court ruling that admitted his
countless conference and workshop colloquies invoking wine and bottles, with occasional mild discomfort expressed over the frequent imagery of flowing alcohol!
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confession.\textsuperscript{163} The appellate court’s decision, Ronner wrote, helped to restore T.S.D.’s “sense of voice, validation, and voluntary participation.”\textsuperscript{164}

TJ scholars have cited Ronner’s concept of the “three V’s” approvingly.\textsuperscript{165} It can be applied easily to virtually any litigation (trial or appellate), administrative, or dispute resolution setting, both civil and criminal.

3. The Therapeutic Imperative

Nigel Stobbs offers “The Therapeutic Imperative . . . as a guide or model for structuring TJ based research”:\textsuperscript{166}

1. Study the practical, anti-therapeutic consequences of various legal rules and practices for those affected by them and consider whether those consequences can be improved in the context of any countervailing normative considerations which might outweigh those improvements. [Command]

2. Where an argument can be made that therapeutic change may be possible, in the absence of any countervailing normative considerations, we ought to make that argument. [Duty]

3. Where countervailing normative considerations are identified, do not invoke TJ as a method for determining which consideration(s) should predominate in decision-making. [Rule]\textsuperscript{167}

Stobbs’s model is especially noteworthy for the deference it gives to “countervailing normative considerations,” reinforcing TJ’s traditional respect for competing policy and jurisprudential priorities. It affirms that TJ is at once an evolutionary yet traditional framework, the former for injecting therapeutic concerns into legal and policy reasoning and analysis, the latter for honoring conventions of legal and policy decision making.

4. Empirical and Applied Research

Michel Vols offers a four-step set of methodological guidelines related mainly to “empirical or applied TJ-related research”:\textsuperscript{168}
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• “First, a researcher should establish what the relevant law is by conducting a doctrinal legal analysis,” while exploring its therapeutic and antitherapeutic elements.\footnote{Vols, Theory and Methodology, supra note 146 at 69.}

• “Second, the researcher should analyze how the law is applied in real life,” by consulting available research and data.\footnote{Id.}

• “Third, the researcher could use the empirical-normative methods to determine how the law under review deals with conflicting arguments and interests.”\footnote{Id.}

• “Fourth, based on the TJ-related research, the researcher could use TJ as a normative theory, adopt a prescriptive stance and recommend changes to the law or how the law is applied.”\footnote{Id.}

Notable is Vols’s choice of auxiliary verbs, using the more directive “should” for his first two steps, and the more permissive “could” for his remaining two steps. By indicating that application and law reform are not required elements in the methodological process, he implicitly departs from earlier conceptualizations that assume these steps as being inherent in TJ work.\footnote{Cf. Winick, The Jurisprudence of TJ, supra note 28 at 185-89 (discussing law reform as a normative element of TJ).}

5. Empirical Research Tools

As the discussion above makes clear,\footnote{See Part I, Section A of this article.} TJ has embraced interdisciplinary perspectives and empirical research from the outset. As that discussion further indicates, the prospect of informing legal insights and law reform work through a TJ lens has attracted researchers in many different social science disciplines. In 2003, Carrie Petrucci, Bruce Winick, and David Wexler attempted to stimulate these connections by examining the “role that social science researchers can play in the development and implementation” of TJ.\footnote{Carrie J. Petrucci, Bruce L. Winick & David B. Wexler, Therapeutic Jurisprudence: An Invitation to Social Scientists, in HANDBOOK OF PSYCHOLOGY IN LEGAL CONTEXTS 2D ED. 579-601 (David Carson & Ray Bull, eds., 2003).} They identified three possibilities:

• “[E]mpirical support or disproof of the theory itself,” i.e., “observing, documenting, and explaining how therapeutic jurisprudence operates in practice within legal forums”;\footnote{Id. at 593.}

• Contributing “to the definition and measurement of what differentiates a therapeutic jurisprudence approach from other approaches,” such as
determining whether there are “measurable differences between a lawyer using a therapeutic jurisprudence approach and one not using it”; and,
- Developing “measurable outcomes of therapeutic jurisprudence,” including “an analysis of emotional well-being as well as legal reform as the outcome.”

Although these inquiries served as open invitations to develop new research approaches, not until 2020 would Anna Kawalek propose the first TJ-specific tool for empirical evaluation. Building on the theoretical work of other TJ scholars, especially Stobbs, Vols, and Wexler, Kawalek designed a study to “investigate the functioning of a problem-solving court” in Manchester, United Kingdom, framed around the research question “How can TJ empirical researchers measure interational and behavioural styles of problem-solving court judges?” Her research involved two components. First, she used a “standard observation protocol” to observe judges in the Manchester court, for the purpose of evaluating their “judicial interational and behavioural styles.” Second, she invited parties who had completed their business with the court to complete a questionnaire about how the court operated and how the judges interacted with them.

In her focus on judicial behavior, Kawalek took the resulting data and applied a set of four measurement scales: “empathy,” “respect,” “positive focus,” and “active listening.” After further analysis, she recalibrated these four scales onto three new scales that more specifically tie into TJ objectives:

- “Component one: harnessing therapeutic support,” referring to whether judges emphasized and supported the parties appearing before them;
- “Component two: engaging therapeutic dialogue,” referring to the quality of communication between the judges and the parties; and,
- “Component three: inspiring therapeutic change,” referring to whether judges “were forward-focused within their interaction, attempting to promote positive self-development and therapeutic change” in conversations with parties appearing before them.

Kawalek is at once forthright and modest about proposing this set of TJ research scales, properly characterizing her work as an “original methodological contribution to TJ,” while acknowledging it is not perfect and may be subject to criticism. That said,
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this is a significant advancement in TJ empirical research, creating a new foundation for measuring important legal interactions, processes, and outcomes, as well as prompting an important conversation about how to conduct similar studies. Kawalek’s work also illustrates how a new generation of TJ-affiliated scholars is making major contributions to the field.

6. Legislation and Public Policy\(^{189}\)

I have developed a methodology for engaging in legislative scholarship, drafting, and advocacy from a TJ perspective.\(^ {190}\)

In Step 1, we investigate the factual and legal realities of the public policy issue at hand, ultimately making a threshold decision on whether a legislative response is advisable and feasible. In Step 2, we craft, explain and defend the proposed legislative measure. In Step 3, we share this work with the world, including stakeholders who will hopefully support the proposed legislation. Finally, in Step 4, we evaluate our work and make revisions when necessary.\(^ {191}\)

This process should be infused throughout with TJ-informed inquiries, analyzing the therapeutic and anti-therapeutic consequences of current law, the potential therapeutic and anti-therapeutic impacts of new public policies, and stakeholder interests in terms of advancing human dignity and well-being.\(^ {192}\) These factors should be considered along with “more traditional concepts of rights and economic interests.”\(^ {193}\)

This methodology was inspired by work I have been doing on researching the legal and policy implications of workplace bullying, drafting model workplace anti-bullying legislation, and advocating for this proposed statute – dubbed the Healthy Workplace Bill – before state legislatures.\(^ {194}\) It is informed by a concept that I have called intellectual activism, a cyclical process of scholarship, social action, and evaluation.\(^ {195}\)

7. Criminal Law Multitasking

\(^{189}\) Further discussion about TJ’s significant relevance to legislative and public policy development appears below, in Sections III and IV.

\(^{190}\) See Yamada, TJ and Legislation, supra note 13. See also Yamada, On Anger, Shock, Fear, and Trauma, supra note 13.

\(^{191}\) Yamada, TJ and Legislation, supra note 13, at 86. I have applied this methodology to the work I have been doing on researching legal protections against workplace bullying, drafting model anti-bullying legislation, and advocating for this proposed statute – dubbed the Healthy Workplace Bill -- before state legislatures. See id. at 95-102.
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Hadar Dancig-Rosenberg and Tali Gal have proposed a framework for a theory of “criminal law multitasking,” which balances valid, though sometimes competing, criminal justice policy priorities.\(^{196}\) The co-authors examine a “taxonomy of several different criminal justice mechanisms” that advance a multiplicity of traditional and non-traditional policy objectives: “(M)ainstream criminal process, problem-solving courts, restorative justice, therapeutic settlement conferences, and restorative sentencing juries.”\(^{197}\) Ultimately, by developing an “integrative analysis of five justice mechanisms that differ from each other in their underlying ideologies and practice implementations,” they propose a multitasking model of procedural choices that enables policymakers to design better systems for resolution of criminal matters.\(^{198}\)

Although their framework is not presented as an expressly TJ conceptualization, both Dancig-Rosenberg and Gal are closely affiliated with the TJ community,\(^{199}\) and their article repeatedly references the work of TJ scholars.\(^{200}\) More importantly, it serves as an excellent example of applying TJ-compatible theorizing to specific doctrinal areas of law and procedure, in ways that attempt to analyze legitimate stakeholder interests in an inclusive, rather than adversarial, manner.

II. SUBJECT MATTER EXPANSION AND RELATED FRAMEWORKS

This Part examines TJ’s expansion into areas of law beyond its foundations of mental health and mental disability law, criminal justice, and problem-solving courts, as well as its connections with compatible modalities of legal theory and practice. In terms of substantive law and procedure, this territory represents TJ’s greatest opportunities for growth.

A. Expanding TJ’s Scope

In order to become a fully-fledged body of theory and practice, TJ needs to expand and deepen its work in relevant categories of civil law and procedure, as well as in the realm of legal institutions. The following discussion examines such categories that have either generated foundational work from TJ scholars, judges, and practitioners, or otherwise shown considerable promise for closer attention. These assessments are based largely on the relevant academic literature. The topics are addressed in alphabetical order:

1. Civil Litigation and Dispute Resolution
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Among the areas of legal procedure and process that cry out for greater attention by TJ scholars and practitioners, civil litigation and dispute resolution stands chief among them. Fortunately, scholars and practitioners from mostly outside the TJ community have been doing important work in this realm. For example, Michaela Keet, Heather Hevin, and Shawna Sparrow have written about the psychological costs of civil litigation, especially the impact on parties to lawsuits.\textsuperscript{201} “Litigation stress” may be especially prevalent in claims involving individuals with mental or emotional vulnerabilities, claims involving severe or chronic physical pain, litigation concerning sexual assault or harassment, marital dissolution proceedings, and lawsuits alleging professional negligence or malpractice.\textsuperscript{202} The stress may manifest itself in a wide variety of negative emotional and physical responses commonly associated with traumatic experiences.\textsuperscript{203}

Attorney Luther Munford has characterized litigation as a tort committed by attorneys who are protected against liability.\textsuperscript{204} Lawyer behaviors in litigation that otherwise would be grounds for claims of defamation, “intentional interference with contract, intentional infliction of emotional distress, and sometimes even fraud” are insulated from liability by a “litigation privilege.”\textsuperscript{205} Attorney Thomas Geoghegan has characterized conventional employment litigation as being so rife with accusation, unpredictability, and rage that parties may grow further apart, even as they move closer to the settlement of their legal differences.\textsuperscript{206} Among my own brief forays into this topic, I have discussed key “trauma points” in civil litigation, whereby individuals seeking redress for harm causing severe physical or psychological injury may experience traumatization or re-traumatization during interviews, discovery, pre-trial hearings, and trials.\textsuperscript{207}

Obviously, alternative dispute mechanisms of various types may be among the appropriate responses to the reducing the stress and anxiety of civil litigation. In addition, Jessica Steinberg has conceptualized an approach for civil problem-solving courts that would help to address difficulties that vulnerabilities often encounter in navigating the traditional civil legal system.\textsuperscript{208} Overall, this subject matter provides enormous potential for TJ-informed research and proposals for client-centered lawyering and reformed civil dispute resolution processes.

2. Education Law
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\textsuperscript{203} See id. at 83-87.
\textsuperscript{204} See Luther Munford, \textit{Litigation as a Tort}, 21 \textit{Green Bag} 2d 35 (2017).
\textsuperscript{205} Id.
\textsuperscript{206} THOMAS GEOGHEGAN, \textit{THE LAW IN SHAMBLES} 26 (2005).
\textsuperscript{208} See generally Jessica K. Steinberg, \textit{A Theory of Civil Problem-Solving Courts}, 93 \textit{NYU L. Rev.} 1579 (2018) (setting out a concept for civil problem-solving courts intended to address inequities that vulnerable parties may encounter in traditional civil court systems).
Education law presents much promise for applying TJ insights, especially when considering the interests of students of all ages, varying capabilities, and various socio-economic backgrounds. Of course, the interests of other stakeholders in educational systems (primary, secondary, tertiary), such as educators and parents, are relevant as well. Among other possibilities, this potential mix invites some compelling policy analyses using a TJ lens of well-being, psychological health, dignity, and compassion.

Currently there is no survey piece examining the broad range of education law issues relevant to TJ. Nevertheless, we have strong examples of scholarship applying TJ principles to specific aspects of education law and policy. They include a study of a peer mediation program to handle bullying situations at a New South Wales (Australia) primary school (Nicky McWilliam), an examination of the impact of U.S. federal law covering children with disabilities on school teachers (Richard Peterson), and an analysis of U.S. federal education department policies concerning sexual assault and misconduct in colleges and universities (Carol Zeiner).

3. Employment and Labor Law

Employment and labor law is full of potential for TJ scholarship and practice to flourish. After all, there exists an abundant multidisciplinary literature that documents the benefits of psychologically healthy workplaces and makes a strong case that organizations run with integrity and inclusion benefit employers and employees alike. TJ perspectives can inform explorations of how and when law and policy should intervene to shape better workplaces, respond to workplace misconduct, and resolve employment and labor disputes.

Applying TJ and other theories, I have posited that dignity should be the framing value for American employment law. In addition, I have invoked TJ in advocating for the enactment of workplace anti-bullying legislation that I have authored. TJ has also been cited in examining: a “dual track” system that promotes early reconciliation of


212 See generally e.g., *Total Worker Health* (Heidi L. Hudson, et al., eds, 2019); *The Psychologically Healthy Workplace: Building A Win-Win Environment For Organizations And Employees* (Matthew J. Grawitch & David W. Ballard, eds., 2015); *Bullying And Harassment In The Workplace: Developments In Theory, Research And Practice, Rev. Edition* (Stale Einarsen, et al., eds., 2020); *Counterproductive Work Behavior: Investigations Of Actors And Targets* (Suzy Fox & Paul E. Spector, eds., 2005); *Randy Hodson, Dignity At Work* (2001).


214 See e.g., Yamada, *TJ and Legislation*, supra note 13, at 95-102 (discussing workplace anti-bullying legislation in the context of TJ).
employment discrimination claims (Marta Vides Saale),

use of restorative justice practices to resolve workplace bullying situations (Susan Hadley Duncan),

alternatives to litigation to reduce workplace bias (Jessica Fink),

workers’ compensation (Katherine Lippel),

and, greater application of “therapeutic” labor arbitration practices (Roger Abrams, Frances Abrams, and Dennis Nolan).

4. Environmental Law

Environmental law appeals significantly to TJ’s focus on therapeutic law and policy, well-being, and dignity. In recent years, Michael Perlin, Nabeela Siddiqui, and Femke Wijdekop have contributed articles to the Therapeutic Jurisprudence in the Mainstream blog discussing the promise of TJ for addressing important issues of environmental law. In addition, Carrie Boyd (writing on TJ and sentencing in environmental crimes) and Gregory Baker (writing on TJ and environmental justice) have contributed valuable scholarly work in this area. However, this area of law is underrepresented in TJ scholarship and practice. The growing significance of global
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climate change makes this an especially apt connection for environmental law and policy scholars who want to explore its psychological and emotional components.

5. Family Law

TJ’s early connections to family law can be traced to a 1997 article by Barbara Babb, who set out the parameters of an interdisciplinary approach toward family law that includes ecological and therapeutic jurisprudence elements. Babb observed that Western systems of family law were now being shaped by major societal transformations “in the areas of marriage, divorce, support, and parent-child relationships.” Surrounding circumstances including “child mistreatment, juvenile delinquency, family violence, substance abuse, economics, and medical or mental health issues” were now playing a role in family law cases. These and other dynamics pointed to the need for an interdisciplinary family law paradigm that “applies the ecology of human development perspective and notions of therapeutic jurisprudence.”

Family law now attracts a healthy share of attention from TJ-affiliated scholars. More recently, Babb has joined with Judith Moran to propose a framework for reforming family law, citing “the unified family court, the ecology of human development, therapeutic jurisprudence, and narrative” as the four constructs undergirding their call for change. Additional commentaries have addressed topics such as Israeli child protection law (Tali Gal and Dahlia Schilli-Jerichower), theoretical perspectives on child protection (Shelley Kierstead), caseworker roles in child mistreatment cases (Vicki Lens, Colleen Cary Katz, and Kimberly Spencer Suarez), family justice courts in Singapore (Kevin Ng, Yarni Loi, Sophia Ang, and Sylvia Tan), and the Israel Family Court (Philip Marcus).

In addition, collaborative law -- a dispute resolution modality that involves normally adversarial parties voluntarily coming to the table (literally or figuratively) for the purpose of reaching a settlement -- is now a focus for TJ-informed approaches to
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resolving family law disputes, especially marital dissolution.\textsuperscript{235} Marsha Freeman has explained the need for this alternative tool:

Litigation has traditionally been, and in many cases remains, the default method of resolution of family law disputes, especially divorce. It has, however, come to be seen by many in the family law area as a necessary evil -- a way to reach a resolution that is legally effective, but excessively expensive in terms of time, actual cost, and, even more importantly, emotional outlay. This is especially true when children are involved. Today’s parents are far more cognizant of the perils of litigious divorce, especially those cases that linger over long periods of time. Studies have demonstrated the immediate and long-term ramifications of litigated divorce, especially in so-called “high conflict” cases.\textsuperscript{236}

6. Health Law

Kathy Cerminara has recently called upon TJ to embrace an approach to health law that emphasizes the interests of patients, in contrast to focusing on the interests of health care providers, insurers, and other stakeholders in health care systems.\textsuperscript{237} She states that “(b)y incorporating research from the social sciences about the impact on patients of legal rules and process, TJ can give meaning to the patient in a health care system that often seems to have forgotten that its central focus should be good outcomes for those patients.”\textsuperscript{238} She gives four examples of promising points of engagement for TJ:

- Inter-professional arrangements such as the medical-legal partnership model, “which provides attorneys with opportunities to engage in preventive lawyering and potentially proactively assist in better patient health outcomes”\textsuperscript{239};
- Specialized health courts to resolve legal disputes arising out of health care settings, including the possibility of handling malpractice claims;\textsuperscript{240}
- Infusing the value of dignity into health care protocols and policy, such as ensuring that end-of-life care “is predicated on preserving the dignity of the patient as he or she fades”;\textsuperscript{241} and,
- Infusing qualities of personal trust into health law, such as ensuring that “informed consent…is the result of a process of discussion about a treatment or

\textsuperscript{236} Freeman, Collaborative Law and Family Law, supra note 235 at 15 (citations omitted).
\textsuperscript{237} See Kathy L. Cerminara, Therapeutic jurisprudence’s future in health law: Bringing the patient back into the picture, 63 INT’L J. L. & PSYCHIATRY 56, 57-58 (2019).
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procedure,” rather than the mere “presentation of a pre-printed form and a request for the patient to sign it.”

Cerinara’s promising health law agenda is joined by work from other scholars who have entered the fray. Nadav Davidovitch and Michal Alberstein have proposed a dialogue between TJ and public health, grounded in a conviction that these two fields can mutually benefit from the association.243 As described below, Amy Campbell has set out a framework for health care policymaking, using a TJ focus.244 Also in the policy context, I have cited America’s divisive deliberations over the future of its Affordable Care Act for inflicting fear, anxiety, and trauma on individuals whose health care coverage is threatened by repeal of the statute.245

7. Judicial Practice

In remarks to a conference audience in 2012, Australian magistrate Pauline Spencer proposed “[t]o dream the impossible dream” that TJ-infused practices would become the norm in mainstream courts.246 Indeed, in addition to its ongoing work in the area of problem-solving courts, the TJ community has long embraced the ideal of judges in other tribunals adopting and shaping therapeutic jurisprudence practices.247 This includes both effectuating structural reforms and implementing TJ practices at the ground level.248 There is welcomed evidence that TJ-informed judicial practices are starting to enter the mainstream. The latest edition of the International Framework for Court Excellence, published by a global consortium of organizations devoted to applying the values of “fairness, impartiality, independence, integrity, accessibility and timeliness” to judicial administration,”249 cites approvingly to TJ and the appropriate “use of therapeutic or problem-solving approaches” for resolving legal disputes.250
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Through informal networks, an ongoing “Court Craft” series of articles posted to the *Therapeutic Jurisprudence in the Mainstream* blog, and a Judicial Interest Group within the International Society for Therapeutic Jurisprudence, members of the bench, retired colleagues, scholars, and practitioners have been conducting ongoing exchanges about how to advance TJ practices in judicial systems. The main focus of this work has been on trial courts, as the vast majority of judges who associate with TJ preside at the first levels. Three aspects of this work merit elaboration: The development of positive “court craft” practices, the concept of procedural justice, and the writing of judicial rulings.

a. Court Craft

According to Magistrate Spencer, court craft encompasses topics such as judicial communication and listening skills, “processes and strategies for behavioural change,” “TJ/solution-focused/problem solving approaches,” procedural justice, and “translating the latest research from other disciplines into improved court practice.” In her 2012 conference remarks, she explained some of her own practices of incorporating TJ principles into her work as a magistrate in a traditional Australian trial court, presiding mainly over criminal cases. For example, her approach to sentencing may include engaging in a conversation with the defendant about their future and plans for rehabilitation, sometimes even leaving the bench to sit at the bar table across from the individual during the exchange.

b. Procedural Justice

Among all legal stakeholders, judges are in the best position to ensure procedural justice in the resolution of legal disputes. Arie Freiberg describes procedural justice as “the ways in which decisions are made and their fairness,” adding that it helps to ensure accurate decisions, a perception of fairness in court proceedings, and confidence in the judicial system. The late Michael Jones, a retired Arizona state court judge, explained that procedural fairness relates directly to how judges conduct proceedings in their courtrooms and how they treat parties appearing before them. Procedural justice


252 This claim is based on personal knowledge of the TJ community, including, as mentioned above, service as board chair of the International Society for Therapeutic Jurisprudence.


254 Although the article is unsigned, Spencer has been the editor of the blog since its creation.

255 *Id.* at 8.


strongly impacts whether parties and witnesses in litigation experience what Ronner has characterizes as voice, validation, and voluntary participation in legal matters.258

c. Legal Rulings

Shelley Kierstead has examined how the writing of judicial and tribunal opinions may impact parties in litigation, beyond the legal effect of the rulings themselves.259 Her work analyzes whether decision makers “write their decisions in a manner that respects the dignity of the parties to the dispute” and address the parties “in a compassionate manner.”260 Decisions written in such a way can be “less emotionally damaging” to the losing party and “elicit greater respect for the decisions and decision makers.”261 An anti-therapeutic contrast is the judicial ruling without a supporting explanation. For example, Amy Ronner and Bruce Winick have criticized the practice of appellate courts issuing per curiam decisions, whereby a reviewing court simply affirms the decision of the lower court, without writing an opinion to explain its ruling.262 A per curiam affirmance is anti-therapeutic, they reason, because it is absent any discussion of the relevant facts or the court’s reasoning, thus leaving an appellant with the invalidating impression that their arguments were not seriously considered.263

8. Legal Education, Legal Practice, and Legal Profession

a. Legal Education

One would expect law professors affiliated with TJ to be writing about legal education, and that has come to pass. First, American law professors are generating a valuable body of scholarship about TJ and legal education. Not surprisingly, clinical education and skills training gather the most attention. Representative topics include applying social work principles and techniques into clinical teaching (Susan Brooks),264 examining TJ applications in a child advocacy clinic (Bernard Perlmutter),265 connecting literature and TJ to the work of an appellate litigation clinic (Amy Ronner),266 cultivating
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emotional intelligence in legal education (Marjorie Silver), and using TJ to teach lawyering skills (Bruce Winick).

In addition, TJ-informed commentary on legal education is appearing on a global level. Pertinent examples include integrating TJ values into South African legal education (Elmarie Fourie and Enid Coetzee), discussing Indian legal education from a TJ perspective (Debarati Halder), applying TJ principles in a United Kingdom law clinic that represents refugees (James Marson, Katy Ferris, and Anna Kawalek), and transforming legal education within the African continent (‘Dejo Olowu).

An assortment of other commentaries link TJ and legal education in different ways, including a bibliography of articles and books illustrating how TJ covers topics across the law school curriculum (David Wexler), a brief essay on teaching TJ in several law school courses (Michael Jones), and a short article on how teaching about TJ can support students pursuing public careers (Michael Perlin and Alison Lynch). Although there are no definitive analyses of how TJ might engage doctrinal courses and the overall law school curriculum in a more systemic way, that conversation is developing, fueled by new and forthcoming publications by Michael Perlin, David Wexler, and this author.

---

b. Legal Practice and Legal Profession

In terms of legal practice, TJ perspectives on lawyers’ roles, lawyering skills, and attorney-client relationships are well represented. Topics include, for example, dealing with resistant criminal clients (Astrid Birgden), representing clients with cognitive challenges (David Boulding and Susan Brooks), understanding clients’ best interests (Dale Dewhurst), traditional versus holistic attorney roles in criminal release and supervision (Martine Herzog-Evans), identifying “psychological soft spots” that may produce or reduce parties’ anxieties and anger (David Wexler), and TJ perspectives on negotiation theory and practice (Carol Zeiner). In addition, Bruce Winick’s final book, The Reimagined Lawyer (published posthumously), brings together his work on attorney-client relationships, preventive lawyering, legal problem-solving, litigation avoidance, and the lawyer as healer. Read as a whole, it represents the closest we are likely to get to a unified theory of lawyering in a TJ mode.

TJ writings on the legal profession are harder to classify in terms of subject matter and frequently overlap with other topics. Topics have included providing legal aid representation to women in India (Debarati Halder), evaluating a decade of TJ’s presence in Tasmania (Michael Hill and Liz Moore), building a TJ presence in the United Kingdom (Emma Jones and Anna Kawalek), examining attitudes of the Israeli bench and bar towards TJ (Karni Perlman), and attorney assistance and wellness programs (David Wexler).
9. Legal Writing and Scholarship

In recent years, scholars have examined how to apply TJ principles to legal writing in different contexts. While it may be an exaggeration to suggest the emergence of a TJ “school” of legal writing, these discussions spotlight an area rich with possibilities for legal practice, scholarship, and law reform work.

a. Legal Practice

Shelley Kierstead has examined legal writing in practice contexts and asserts “that attention to the human impact of legal writing has the potential to promote civility and service in a number of ways: through dealings with both clients and ‘opposite’ parties; by influencing decision-makers’ writings; and through the impact of words on other lawyers in the course of their day-to-day legal work.”289 She adds that legal writing can also enhance a client’s “sense of having been treated with fairness, respect, and dignity.”290 David Wexler has applied a TJ lens to legal forms, examining how standardized documents to be completed by legal actors may have therapeutic or anti-therapeutic effects in terms of affecting the lives of, and shaping relationships between, parties to legal matters.291 Wexler would dub this process of review and revision “form reform,” after being inspired by the work of law student Dax Miller, who applied TJ principles to propose revisions to the State of Florida’s marital dissolution settlement form.292

b. Legal Scholarship

As discussed above, TJ scholars have proposed methodologies for engaging in both theoretical and applied research. A healthier practice of legal scholarship can join these methodological approaches. Citing the legal academy’s prestige obsessions and the need for complementary alternatives to lengthy, heavily footnoted law review articles, I have invoked TJ to suggest changes in the culture of legal scholarship.293 Overall, our practices for scholarly work should focus on “content, meaning, and engagement” over “the pursuit of professorial fame.”294 Although traditional law review scholarship continues to serve a useful purpose, shorter, more accessible articles should be favored as
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well.\textsuperscript{295} In addition, we should support an inclusive environment for legal scholarship that welcomes scholars, practitioners, and students from all relevant disciplines.\textsuperscript{296}

c. Law Reform Advocacy

As discussed above, TJ research, analysis, and scholarship often lead to law reform proposals. Toward that end, I have advanced a concept of \textit{intellectual activism}, which “serves as both a philosophy and a methodology for engaging in scholarship relevant to real-world problems, putting the resulting prescriptions into action, and learning from the results of implementation.”\textsuperscript{297} In the legal context:

The process usually starts with a foundational writing, usually a traditional law review article. This writing harnesses the requisite source materials, engages in legal and policy analysis, and offers a prescriptive proposal for change. In turn, it serves as the basis for a variety of applied writings, such as proposed legislation and regulations, appellate and amicus briefs, policy papers, op-ed pieces, blog posts, and multimedia presentations, as well as other forms of public education and advocacy. The process is ongoing, creating a cycle of scholarship, action, and evaluation.\textsuperscript{298}

In addition, David Wexler has proposed a new form of legal advocacy writing that he calls the \textit{amicus justitia} brief.\textsuperscript{299} He explains that “(j)ust as we have amicus curiae briefs to give input to appellate courts, we need a category of amicus justitia — friend of justice — briefs to orient and educate the legal actors capable of applying the law in a therapeutic manner.”\textsuperscript{300} Wexler asserts that \textit{amicus justitia} briefs can be written to influence legal stakeholders in all settings to advance the law in a more therapeutic manner.\textsuperscript{301}

10. Legislation and Policymaking

TJ perspectives can and should inform the substance and process of legislative and administrative lawmaking in at least two ways: The first is public policy development, applying a TJ lens to existing and proposed public law, by analyzing the therapeutic or anti-therapeutic impacts of the measures in question upon policy

\textsuperscript{295} See id. at 139, 152 (discussing law review scholarship). Accord Wexler, \textit{The DNA of TJ, supra} note 25 at 9 (subscribing to Yamada’s support for “general TJ writing, where pieces are often (and ideally) short, readable and directed at important practice problems”).
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stakeholders.\textsuperscript{302} The second can be labeled “legislative due process,” examining whether policy deliberations give key stakeholders a genuine opportunity to be heard during significant decision making steps.\textsuperscript{303} Both considerations relate to Wexler’s Therapeutic Design of the Law, inquiring whether public policy formulations and the legal frameworks to deliberate upon it are therapeutic or anti-therapeutic in nature.\textsuperscript{304} A focus on policymaking processes further opens up a related, new line of potential TJ inquiry, namely, how public policy stakeholders engage those processes, thereby invoking Wexler’s Therapeutic Application of the Law.\textsuperscript{305}

Although legislative and policymaking have been somewhat overlooked as areas of TJ inquiry, there are welcomed signs of change. In addition to the methodology for legislative scholarship and advocacy that I have suggested in Part I above,\textsuperscript{306} Amy Campbell and Siegfried Wiessner have proposed TJ-related analytical frameworks for public policy scholarship and analysis. Campbell offers a ten-step “TJ framing process” for examining the role of emotions in shaping health policy.\textsuperscript{307} Wiessner cites the New Haven School of Jurisprudence, a framework for applying social sciences research and the value of human dignity to the development of the law, as a useful tool for TJ-informed policy development.\textsuperscript{308}

To illustrate how public policy can be applied in ways that either advance or undermine therapeutic goals, Caroline Cooper examines how resolutions of criminal drug cases implicate a multiplicity of collateral public policies.\textsuperscript{309} Stigmatization and exclusionary treatment of drug offenders occur in significant areas of policy, beyond the criminal justice system: Public housing, welfare benefits, voting rights, educational financial aid, immigration status, criminal history background checks, professional and vocational licensing, juror eligibility, family relationships, and state registries.\textsuperscript{310} By contrast, a policy agenda the addresses the “vast intertwined network of collateral consequences imposed on drug offenders” will allow individuals to meaningfully re-integrate into the community.\textsuperscript{311}

11. Military Law
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The legal interests of veterans and active-duty military personnel comprise an important niche area for TJ.\textsuperscript{312} For example, Evan Seamone has applied TJ principles in examining how lawyers and the legal system should engage those whose alleged offenses may be associated with Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder developed as a result of exposure to combat conditions), with an emphasis on healing, recovery, and diversion from the criminal justice system.\textsuperscript{313} Among other things, he has called for changes in how negative categories of military discharges render veterans ineligible for PTSD treatments, thus “creating a class of future offenders” who pose a risk to “themselves, their families, and the public collectively.”\textsuperscript{314} In addition, TJ principles have informed examinations of veterans treatment courts, a form of problem-solving court that favors rehabilitation and treatment over incarceration where the underlying offenses may be linked to psychiatric conditions.\textsuperscript{315}

12. Tort Law

Early work by the late Daniel Shuman set a foundation for future TJ scholarship and practice in tort law.\textsuperscript{316} He observed that, at the base level:

The insights from therapeutic jurisprudence are particularly relevant to fault based tort law. The goals of fault based tort law are compensation and deterrence. Tort judgments are intended to compensate the injured and to deter potential injurers from engaging in unsafe conduct. Thus, tort law and therapeutic jurisprudence share a common agenda, the reduction of injury and the restoration of the injured.\textsuperscript{317}

\textsuperscript{312} For example, TJ perspectives were well represented at a 2013 symposium on military service and PTSD held at Nova Southeastern University and in a subsequent law review symposium issue. See Kathy Cerminara & Olympia Duhart, \textit{Wounds of War: Meeting the Needs of Active-Duty Military Personnel and Veterans with Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder}, 37 NOVA L. REV. 439 et seq. (2013) (previewing issue that includes contributions from TJ-associated scholars Evan Seamone and Michael Perlin).
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Shuman further recognized connections between mental health and the goals of tort law and TJ:

An exploration of the therapeutic potential of tort law suggests an examination of the relationships between mental or emotional problems and accidents. Do mental or emotional problems play a role in accident causation? If they do, ameliorating mental and emotional problems may reduce the number of accidents and consequential injuries. Thus, if tort law can encourage appropriate utilization of mental health care, if mental health care is effective in treating mental or emotional problems, and if ameliorating mental or emotional problems can reduce the number of accidents, the accident reduction goals of tort law and therapeutic jurisprudence coalesce to support the result.318

More recently, Arno Akkermans has applied TJ to tort law by more expressly focusing on the emotional dimensions of personal injuries.319 In a 2020 writing, he concludes:

There are many possibilities for countering personal injury victims’ experience of injustice by making claims resolutions psychologically more responsive and intelligent, regardless of what kind of compensation system is involved, fault-based or no-fault. A system more responsive to the moral expectations of victims will actively acknowledge responsibility for the incurred harm and its redress, take action to promote recovery and participation, and involve sufficient personal contact, not only between the victim and the person responsible for the injury-causing event, but also with claims or case managers. …(I)t could actually be considered quite peculiar that routines have drifted so much away from what seems to be the morally obvious thing to do.320

The work of these two authors merely hints at the enormous potential for more work on tort law and TJ. Many other topics explored in this article, including preventive law, restorative justice,321 civil litigation and dispute resolution, psychological trauma, and positive psychology, also offer additional points of connection and analysis. For a more specific application of TJ to tort law, consider Camille Carey’s work on how tort law can be used as civil remedy for domestic violence, citing assault, battery, intentional
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infliction of emotional distress, and other intentional tort claims as potential grounds for relief. Carey invokes TJ in articulating how tort law may provide non-financial benefits to domestic violence victims. Carey invokes TJ in articulating how tort law may provide non-financial benefits to domestic violence victims.

13. Trusts and Estates Law

Trusts and estates law is ideal for a TJ focus. It relates to the psychological well-being of relevant legal actors at virtually every stage of the lifespan. Practicing law in this field encompasses important skills such as client counseling, legal planning, and document drafting. These points are echoed in the work of Mark Glover, who has applied TJ principles to estate planning practice, calling TJ “an obvious framework through which to evaluate the law in an area that has so many psychological repercussions.” He explains:

…(T)he mere act of preparing for one’s death has clear psychological implications. But beyond the possible fear and anxiety experienced by the one confronting mortality, estate planning and the law of succession can also have negative psychological consequences for those left behind. After a loved one’s death, the family not only must deal with a profound loss but also must navigate the process of settling the precedent’s estate. If disputes arise during this process, familial conflict and the emotional and psychological issues of grieving family members can intensify. Because the law of succession and the lawyers that aid in the estate planning process interact with those dealing with these negative psychological experiences, legal scholars should explore how the law and the role of the estate-planning lawyer can be shaped to ease these anti-therapeutic effects.

14. Other Promising Areas

Many other legal topics hold great promise for further development by TJ scholars and practitioners. They include, among others, civil rights law, elder law,
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housing and landlord-tenant law, international human rights, legal and professional ethics, public interest law, and TJ and religious faith connections.

B. Related and Overlapping Frameworks

Therapeutic jurisprudence complements and overlaps with many other legal frameworks, all of which favor multidisciplinary perspectives. In addition to procedural justice (discussed above in connection with Judicial Practice, Section A) and collaborative law (discussed above in connection with Family Law, Section A), several other modalities merit acknowledgment. Many individuals who ally with fields described below also associate with the TJ community.

1. Restorative Justice

The U.S. Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention defines restorative justice (RJ) as “a theory of justice that emphasizes repairing the harm caused by criminal behavior.” RJ engages the criminal justice system by “identifying and taking steps to repair harm,…involving all stakeholders, and…transforming the traditional relationship between communities and government in responding to crime.” The overall goal of RJ “is to bring together those most affected by the criminal act—the offender, the victim, and community members—in a nonadversarial process to encourage offender accountability and meet the needs of the victims to repair the harms resulting from the crime…. Popular RJ practices include, among others:

- Family group conferences in the form of “facilitated discussions that allow those most affected by a particular crime—the victim, the offender, and the family and friends of both—to discuss the impact of the crime and decide how the offender should be held accountable for it”.

---


335 I will avoid debating whether any or all of these initiatives can or should be classified under a given rubric, be it TJ or another label. Attempts to resolve such academic and professional turf claims usually lead to no good. The important thing is to recognize similarities and differences among these modalities.
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• Victim-impact panels that allow “crime victims to explain the real-world impact of crime to offenders.”

• Victim-offender mediation processes that provide “victims the opportunity to meet their offenders in a safe and structured setting for dialog, negotiation, and problem solving.”

Restorative justice has very strong ties to TJ. It specially appeals to TJ’s discomfort with the adversarial nature of resolving legal disputes. The TJ literature is abundant with references to restorative justice. Frequently the two concepts are invoked conjunctively – referencing therapeutic jurisprudence and restorative justice in paired form -- as writings discussing Indian cyberstalking laws through TJ and RJ perspectives (Debarati Halder), how TJ and RJ can impact judicial practice, legal practice, and legal education (Michael King), and judicial attitudes toward TJ and RJ practices in Australian children’s court (Kelly Richards, Lorana Bartels, and Jane Bolitho) illustrate. Other treatments appeal to both TJ and RJ, but distinguish them conceptually, exploring methodological differences between RJ and TJ (John Braithwaite) or distinguishing TJ and RJ in discussing South African judges (Annette Van Der Merwe). Still others endeavor to blend or harmonize TJ and RJ, for example, referring to RJ as TJ in discussing child victims of crime (Tali Gal and Vered Shidlo-Hezroni) or (discussing the integration of RJ and TJ in the resolution of criminal cases (Robert Schopp).

Regardless of how we reconcile or distinguish TJ and RJ, the words of Howard Zehr, a pioneer in the field of restorative justice, help to explain the importance of these related modalities and their strong draw to those who seek out systemic reforms:

The Western legal system’s approach to justice has some important strengths. Yet there is also a growing acknowledgment of this system’s limits and failures. Those who have been harmed, those who have caused
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harm, and community members in general often feel that the criminal justice process shaped by this legal system does not adequately meet their needs. Justice professionals – law enforcement officers, judges, lawyers, prosecutors, probation and parole officers, prison staff – frequently express a sense of frustration as well. Many feel that the criminal justice process deepens social wounds and conflicts rather than contributing to healing or peace.\(^{349}\)

2. Preventive Law

In a 1997 article discussing the integration of preventive law and TJ for purposes of legal practice, Dennis Stolle, David Wexler, Bruce Winick, and Edward Dauer defined preventive law as:

“…a branch of law that endeavors to minimize the risk of litigation or to secure more certainty as to legal rights and duties.” Preventive law provides a framework in which the practicing lawyer may conduct professional activities in a manner that both minimizes his or her clients’ potential legal liability and enhances their legal opportunities. In essence, preventive law is a proactive approach to lawyering. It emphasizes the lawyer’s role as a planner and proposes the careful private ordering of affairs as a method of avoiding the high costs of litigation and ensuring desired outcomes and opportunities.\(^{350}\)

TJ scholars have long recognized the strong connections between therapeutic jurisprudence and preventive law. Preventive law is a dominant theme in Bruce Winick’s final book, *The Reimagined Lawyer*.\(^{351}\) In addition, the journal *Psychology, Public Policy and Law* devoted a 1999 symposium issue to TJ and preventive law, featuring articles on lawyering processes, family law, criminal law, alternative dispute resolution, and legal education.\(^{352}\) Other obvious TJ connections to preventive law include tort law, employment law, health law, trusts and estates law, elder law, and other practice areas involving significant preventive assessments and planning.

3. Law and Emotion

The emerging field of Law and Emotion has strong conceptual connections with TJ. Susan Bandes and Jeremy Blumenthal describe the field this way:

\(^{349}\) **HOWARD ZEHR, THE LITTLE BOOK OF RESTORATIVE JUSTICE** 6-7 (rev. ed. 2015).
\(^{351}\) *See WINICK, REIMAGINED LAWYER, supra* note 282 at 45-69 (examining preventive law approaches in private practice).
The field of law and emotion draws from a range of disciplines in the sciences, social sciences, and humanities to shed light on the emotions that pervade the legal system. It utilizes insights from these disciplines to illuminate and assess the implicit and explicit assumptions about emotion that are found in every area of law. By reevaluating legal doctrine and policy in light of these insights, law and emotion scholarship contributes to more informed, realistic, and effective framework for refining legal doctrine and reforming legal institutions.353

There is interesting, TJ-relevant work being done in this realm. To illustrate, Shira Leiterdorf-Shkedy and Tali Gal look at how criminal prosecuting attorneys process and experience a broad range of emotions.354 Among other things, their study highlights “the fallacy of the depiction of the prosecutor as a rational, emotionless figure” and prompts discussions of how prosecutors can be supported in dealing with the emotionally challenging aspects of their work.355 Other law and emotion topics relevant to TJ include the role of emotions in health policymaking (Amy Campbell),356 TJ and apology, forgiveness, and reconciliation (Susan Daicoff),357 the impact of shame and humiliation in the law (Michael Perlin and Naomi Weinstein),358 and the roles of sympathy and empathy in judicial decision making (Archie Zariski)359

4. Comprehensive Law

Comprehensive Law is a modality developed by Susan Daicoff, encompassing multiple alternative approaches that have emerged largely as a “response to widespread dissatisfaction within the legal system and among lawyers.”360 Comprehensive law, according to Daicoff, is comprised of “converging main ‘vectors,’” including collaborative law, creative problem solving, holistic justice, preventive law, problem solving courts, procedural justice, restorative justice, therapeutic jurisprudence, and transformative mediation.361 Together these approaches share “a desire to maximize the
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emotional, psychological, and relational wellbeing” of legal actors and “focus on more than just strict legal rights, responsibilities, duties, obligations, and entitlements.”  

5. Law and Spirituality

Several members of the TJ community, including Susan Brooks, Marjorie Silver, and Kim Wright, have been actively involved in law and spirituality initiatives. Much of this work is being done via the Project for Integrating Spirituality, Law and Politics (“PISLAP”), “a nationwide network of lawyers, law professors, law students, legal workers, and others who are seeking to develop a new spiritually-informed approach to law and social change.” PISLAP endorses the belief “that there exists a universal spiritual bond that transcends any religious, cultural, or social differences.”

Kim Wright has developed a holistic practice modality called Integrative Law, which mixes spiritual dimensions with practical applications emphasizing alternative dispute resolution, effective client communication and counseling, and systemic approaches to legal problem solving. She devotes much of her professional practice to organizing and facilitating programs and discussion groups around the world.

III. ASSESSING TJ’S STANDING AND PROSPECTS FOR GROWTH

Parts I and II of this article have examined the establishment and growth of therapeutic jurisprudence as a school of theory and practice. This Part engages in an assessment of TJ’s current state and prospects for expanding and deepening its influence.

A. TJ’s Expanding Global Community

By the end of the twentieth century, therapeutic jurisprudence had extended its reach well beyond its American base. Not surprisingly, the emergence of the email and internet technologies facilitated these interactions and fostered greater communication. Eventually, these ties would become more formalized, in both organizational and collaborative terms, resulting in TJ becoming a truly global community.

For many years, the TJ community’s primary international meeting ground has been the biennial International Congress on Law and Mental Health (“International
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Congress”), sponsored and organized by the non-profit International Academy of Law and Mental Health (“IALMH”). The International Congress is a substantial, week-long conference that includes dozens of panel discussions each day. It typically offers the dual attraction of compelling topics and speakers and an appealing base location, with the previous five Congresses held in Berlin (2011) Amsterdam (2013), Vienna (2015), Prague (2017), and Rome (2019). In a welcomed association, the IALMH has graciously enabled the TJ network to organize a dedicated stream of TJ-related panels running throughout the conference.

Eventually it became clear to some core members of the TJ community that a more formal organizational structure would be useful, one that could consolidate these activities and support more of the same. Thus, in July 2017, several dozen faculty, practitioners, judges, and students gathered at the International Congress held in Prague to mark the formation of the International Society for Therapeutic Jurisprudence (ISTJ), a non-profit, learned association devoted to fostering the field. As of June 2020, ISTJ chapters had been created for France, Ibero-America, India, Ireland, Israel, Japan, Nepal, North America, Oceania, Puerto Rico, and the United Kingdom. The ISTJ’s board of trustees includes members from Australia, Canada, India, France, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Its global advisory council includes members from every continent.

In addition, a separate Iberoamerican Association of Therapeutic Jurisprudence has formed, supporting TJ scholarship and practice initiatives in a Spanish-language format. It is an active organization with some 1,000 members. Among other things, it has sponsored periodic regional conferences featuring TJ research and scholarship.

Two publishing events during 2019 served notice of TJ’s further maturation as a global scholarly enterprise, with broadening generational diversity and doctrinal content. One was a multi-contributor volume, *The Methodology and Practice of Therapeutic Jurisprudence*, edited by Nigel Stobbs (Australia), Lorana Bartels (Australia), and Michel
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Vols (The Netherlands), all of whom have become more closely associated with the TJ community within the past decade or so. The book includes authors from Australia, France, India, The Netherlands, New Zealand, South Africa, and the U.S. Sixteen chapters variously cover TJ theory, applications and methodologies, workplace bullying legislation, compassion as an element of TJ, criminal law and procedure, mental disability law, problem-solving courts and the judiciary, and legal aid services for indigent clients.

The second publishing event was a symposium issue of the peer-reviewed International Journal of Law and Psychiatry, honoring TJ co-founder David Wexler and edited by Amy Campbell and Kathy Cerminara, both of whom are also later generation TJ scholars. The issue includes articles by authors from Australia, Canada, Israel, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the U.S. In terms of subject matter, articles cover the development of TJ scholarship, multiple perspectives on criminal justice and problem-solving courts, trauma and public policy, immigration law enforcement, health law and policy, family law, and legal education and the legal profession.

In many instances, small groups or even pioneering individuals have been responsible for introducing TJ to their nations’ legal systems and legal communities. Here are four examples, including the first three from Asian countries, a region of the world where TJ is starting to build a stronger base:

• Debarati Halder has spearheaded the formation of an Indian chapter of the ISTJ and become a member of the ISTJ board of trustees. She has been deeply involved in researching and advocating for the legal interests of women, including the publication of a co-edited volume on applying TJ principles to multifaceted issues of violence against women.

• A group of Japanese legal scholars is building a TJ presence in their country. Among other things, Makoto Ibusuki is directing a new TJ research center at Seijo University in Tokyo and has written about applying TJ measures to the Japanese criminal justice system. At the 2019 International Congress on Law and Mental
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Health, he chaired a session on the evolution of TJ-based legal reform in Japan, joined by four colleagues. Ibusuki and Hiroko Goto are co-chairs of the new Japanese chapter of the ISTJ.

- Pakistani judge Muhammad Amir Munir became familiar with TJ in 2005 and has been introducing it to his nation’s legal system since then. Thanks in large part to Judge Munir’s ongoing efforts, practitioners in Pakistan now have access to TJ-related materials that can be applied to their practices. For his ongoing commitment to the advancement of the field, the International Society for Therapeutic Jurisprudence named Judge Munir a recipient of its Peggy Hora/Michael Jones Award for Outstanding Judicial Contributions in 2019.

- Emma Jones and Anna Kawalek are co-chairs of a new United Kingdom chapter of the ISTJ. In a 2019 article, they describe opportunities and challenges for mainstreaming TJ in a country where the field currently has little presence, with legal education, the legal profession, and problem-solving courts regarded as initial points of access. In June 2019, they hosted the first meeting of the new ISTJ chapter, which included six presentations.

As impressive as this global assemblage may be, TJ’s typical manner of international growth reflects one of its greatest liabilities in terms of prospects for expanding its numbers and gaining greater influence. Put simply, much of TJ’s expansion has been at the “retail” level, through one-to-one networking, conferences, and workshops. Those who express interest in TJ are likely to get a warm reception. However, it has yet to develop a “wholesale” strategy for staking a bigger claim in the marketplace of ideas. More will be said about this challenge in Section D, below.
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B. TJ in the American Legal Academy: Welcome to the Valley of Tiers

Especially within in the American legal academy, efforts to advance TJ as a theoretical framework are taking place against the backdrop of what I call the “Valley of Tiers,” that metaphorical space of legal education where virtually every measure of achievement or influence is framed by conventional prestige affiliations, especially rankings of all sorts that establish pecking orders. These measures are notably significant with regard to institutional affiliations and scholarly publication venues.

To begin, as a field without an elite academic affiliation as its identified place of origin and home base, therapeutic jurisprudence operates in that space and must navigate its realities. The most influential bodies of legal theory during the last century trace their strongest institutional connections to prominent American law schools. They include, for example, legal realism (Yale and Columbia), law and economics (Chicago), and Critical Legal Studies and its identity-based offshoots (Harvard). Among law schools outside the elite circle, only Fordham managed to join the club briefly when, during the 1930s, faculty members became nationally prominent for their work on natural law theory and for their opposition to legal realism and the New Deal legislation.

By contrast, TJ has no such roots at schools such as Yale, Columbia, Chicago, Harvard, or plucky Fordham. In fact, TJ has no institutional home base at all, and its core leaders have not attempted to designate a given law school to serve in that role. In the U.S., locations of recent TJ faculty workshops have included the law schools at Nova Southeastern University, Shepard Broad College of Law, held in September 2019, as well as ongoing conversations with David Wexler and Michael Perlin about TJ and legal scholarship. The seeds of the International Society for Therapeutic Jurisprudence were planted during a workshop lunch session at Suffolk. For several years, the Arizona Summit Law School hosted a TJ scholarship journal, edited by
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members of its law review, and aided by an editorial board of faculty members from across the country.\footnote{See 1 INT’L J. THERAPEUTIC JURISPRUDENCE 1 et seq.; International Journal of Therapeutic Jurisprudence online now!, THERAPEUTIC JURISPRUDENCE IN THE MAINSTREAM (Sept. 14, 2017), available at: https://mainstreamtj.wordpress.com/2017/09/14/international-journal-of-therapeutic-jurisprudence-online-now/.}

In American legal academe, there may be only limited advantage, if any, in trying to market TJ as a sort of feisty, bottom-up, grassroots movement of theory and practice, with its “home” being a largely virtual one. Many a law professor, especially someone newer to the academy, may be hesitant to affiliate with a school of legal thought not instantly validated by elite connections, even if core TJ values and principles are enormously appealing. After all, even mild risk-taking is not a popular practice in academe.

On this note, I once again appeal to a story about David Wexler (in this case, a more broadly biographical one) as a further conversation prompter about TJ, academic careers, and the pursuit of conventional indicia of scholarly achievement. By any standard measure, Wexler has enjoyed an enormously successful and influential academic career, earning numerous national and international accolades and awards along the way.\footnote{See generally David B. Wexler, U. ARIZONA JAMES E. ROGERS COLLEGE OF LAW, available at: https://law.arizona.edu/david-b-wexler.} However, as TJ increasingly defined his professional focus, he made choices that likely caused other academics to react with either admiration or puzzlement. In particular, during an era when the culture of modern legal education places so much emphasis on rankings and prestige,\footnote{See Yamada, The Practice of Legal Scholarship, supra note 7 at 126-135 (2010) (discussing prestige preoccupations in American legal education, especially concerning scholarship and law review publishing).} TJ’s co-founder has opted to be rather indifferent towards these markers.

In 1967 Wexler began his teaching career at the University of Arizona, and in 1985 he was appointed to a chaired professorship there.\footnote{See id.} However, he eventually decamped for a tenured position of the University of Puerto Rico’s law school.\footnote{See Backhouse, Wexler Profile, supra note 15 at 19.} Many academics would consider exchanging a chaired professorship at a law school competing for national standing for a regular tenured appointment at a more modestly ranked school to be a questionable decision in terms of building a career trajectory. In his 2016 interview with legal historian Constance Backhouse, Wexler acknowledged that “(t)he move caused a lot of raised eyebrows.”\footnote{Id.} However, while expressing gratitude for his experiences at Arizona, he shared his feelings about being in Puerto Rico:

But I feel like my work has been better here. I love living here. It energizes me, makes me feel younger, happier. I feel…more productive. I just felt better being here. I said I did it for a ‘therapeutic life.’\footnote{Id.}
Wexler’s decision to relocate largely for quality of life reasons would parallel a distinctive change in his approach to scholarly publishing. Earlier in his career, he was no stranger to publishing conventional pieces in prestigious law journals. His early scholarly output includes full articles in the *Virginia Law Review,* *California Law Review,* *Minnesota Law Review,* and *Georgetown Law Journal,* among others. However, once therapeutic jurisprudence became his focus, his publication venues became more eclectic, and he began to favor shorter, essay-style writings. For example, for many years, his brief “introduction to TJ” piece was a revised and footnoted speech published in the *Thomas M. Cooley Law Review.* His brisk assessment of the first twenty years of TJ appeared in the *Touro Law Review.* His first explanation of the Therapeutic Design of the Law and Therapeutic Application of the Law framework appeared in *Therapeutic Jurisprudence: New Zealand Perspectives.*

Many of Wexler’s TJ-affiliated colleagues have followed suit. To illustrate, published symposia collections of TJ-related articles have appeared in a wide range of general law reviews, including the *Barry Law Review,* *Florida Coastal Law Review,* *Queensland University of Technology Law Review,* *Suffolk University Law Review,* *St. Thomas Law Review,* *Seattle University Law Review,* and *Touro Law Review.* Peer-reviewed journals such as the *International Journal of Law and Psychiatry* and *Psychology, Public Policy & Law* have also been popular venues for TJ scholarship. These examples could go on and on.
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Indeed, in light of the overall list of publication venues referenced above, it may appear that TJ-affiliated scholars have been inattentive at times to conventional considerations of academic publishing, in stark contrast to priorities of the American legal academy generally. While perhaps true in some ways, the subject has not been ignored from within. For example, for several years, David Wexler, Michael Perlin, and I have engaged in a recurring exchange about whether we all should devote more attention to placing articles in journals deemed highly ranked, with no consensus agreement among us. Our discussions have covered the challenges of placing articles on topics that may be unfamiliar, or seem esoteric, to student law journal editors, submitted by authors with academic appointments at institutions outside the circle of prestigious U.S. law schools. We have also heard from some colleagues in other countries, who have shared that their institutions expect them to place their articles in highly ranked journals for tenure and promotion purposes.

My own position is that the realities of academic culture (or the academic marketplace, to put it more bluntly) do not permit us to disregard these issues. Overall, I believe that TJ-affiliated scholars need to be somewhat more strategic about seeking out publication venues, taking into account that some prospective readers may be prone to pre-judging the quality of their work based on where it appears. I have seen how articles breaking genuinely new ground can benefit greatly from a more prestigious placement, while writings that contribute to ongoing dialogues or to intramural discussions within a specific group may do so effectively regardless of where they appear, especially if the author has already developed a following for their work.

Ultimately, it is about striking a balance. It appears that many TJ-affiliated, American law faculty are not overly caught up with issues of academic prestige. Of course, we are pleased by the so-called “good placement” of a law review article. We further recognize that traditional academic milestones can translate into advantages toward advancing our work. In addition, quite frankly, our attitudes may reflect the fact that many of us are tenured and are not necessarily looking to move on to more prestigious institutions. In any event, as I wrote about the culture and practice of legal scholarship:
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Finally, let us acknowledge that all decisions come with trade-offs. Perhaps we foreclose certain opportunities by being less devoted to the paper chase for prestige, but there are plenty of corresponding benefits as well. Academic culture can wreak havoc on one’s personal value system, with external measures sometimes overcoming independent judgment and a healthy inner-directedness. A more therapeutic attitude toward scholarship teaches us to resist these external messages, or at least to pick and choose wisely among them. After all, in the Valley of Tiers, we must all work on staying grounded.\textsuperscript{431}

C. Diversity, Difference, and Hierarchies of Legal Stakeholders

In 2004, Carolyn Copps Hartley and Carrie Petrucci emphasized the importance of a “culturally competent approach to lawyering” in a therapeutic jurisprudence mode, adding that “culture and multiculturalism can encompass a broad range or unique characteristics among people, including race gender, age, sexual orientation, social class, ethnicity, religion, and able-ness.”\textsuperscript{432} These issues of diversity and difference have only become more prominent in the law, legal profession, and larger society since then. TJ would benefit doctrinally, and as a community, by making stronger connections in this regard.

The TJ community’s most distinctive diversity trait is a broadening span of nationalities represented among affiliated scholars, judges, and practitioners. However, as measured by demographic categories commonly used in the U.S., this community appears to be lacking in some forms of diversity, especially in terms of race and, quite likely, sexual minorities as well. Bruce Winick may have indirectly anticipated this state of affairs in his 1997 examination of TJ, which included reference to schools of jurisprudence associated with interest groups:

All of these schools of jurisprudence seek to advance the well-being of people whose welfare is affected by the law. Critical legal studies, feminist jurisprudence, and critical race theory seek to advance the well-being of particular groups – the politically oppressed, women, and racial minorities. Therapeutic jurisprudence, although it focuses on a more narrow aspect of well-being (the therapeutic), is not limited in its concern to particular groups. It seeks to promote the psychological and physical well-being of people generally.\textsuperscript{433}

Nonetheless, TJ is very compatible with schools of legal thought that are devoted to the interests of specific groups. As Winick further noted, “(o)ne need not reject the normative goals of any of these schools to accept therapeutic jurisprudence,” adding, for

\textsuperscript{431} Yamada, The Practice of Legal Scholarship, supra note 7 at 155.
\textsuperscript{433} Winick, The Jurisprudence of TJ, supra note 28 at 189.
example, that “(t)reating women with equality in the workplace” is consistent with both feminist and therapeutic values. Overall, TJ’s embrace of well-being, dignity, and compassion should appeal to those who are devoted to advancing the interests of people who have been disempowered or mistreated by our laws and legal systems.

These points notwithstanding, TJ has largely avoided ranking or prioritizing legal stakeholders, which may be problematic to those whose legal and policy alliances are grounded in identity-based or class-based constructs of power and oppression in society. While it is fair to hypothesize that a strong majority of individuals who ally themselves with TJ range from the left to the middle of the political spectrum and are keenly attentive to abuses of power, the field in general has not adopted express hierarchies of stakeholder interests. Thus, for example, TJ can be properly summoned in writings about protecting sexual assault victims from further traumatization (Hadar Dancig-Rosenberg), safeguarding the rights of individuals accused of being sexually violent predators (Heather Cucolo and Michael Perlin), parties’ interests in sex crime legislation (Christian Diesen and Eva Diesen), and balancing autonomy versus public safety in the noncustodial supervision of sex offenders (Astrid Birgden). The fact that each is considered a valid application of TJ theory and practice may fuel passages such as this one from Bruce Arrigo, one of the TJ’s harshest critics:

Stated briefly, therapeutic jurisprudence conceives of the public as an undifferentiated and homogenous whole, denies individual and group differences, and produces stabilising, unifying, and totalising categories of reason, sense-making, logic, and thought that dismiss uncertainty, heterogeneity, diversity, and otherness.

While TJ may not always invoke the language of class, identity, and diversity, it hardly regards humanity as a homogeneous and indistinguishable mass. In fact, TJ-inspired work in areas such as problem-solving courts (which seek diversionary options to incarceration) and the legal interests of Indigenous populations surely attests to how the field recognizes and addresses difference and inequalities of resources, opportunities, power, and social status. Also, TJ has always demonstrated a willingness to embrace nuance and complexity, and it has never claimed to be the exclusive lens through which law and policy should be evaluated and made. Against this factual backdrop, Arrigo’s criticisms seem to be excessive. However, they at least suggest why TJ may not be an
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easy “sell” to individuals with strong identity or class affiliations and who seek the same in their professional and academic networks and communities.

D. Building TJ’s Influence: Points of Connection

To build its influence, the TJ community must supplement its “retail” outreach approach with a wider-reaching “wholesale” one. In fact, this article is a modest attempt to help meet that latter need, by canvassing the field in a way that is accessible to a potentially larger audience. Here are some notes designed to encourage further discussion:

1. Legal Education

Our law schools are the primary producers of lawyers and legal scholarship. Accordingly, TJ must build a stronger, more mainstreamed presence within legal education, in the realms of both teaching and scholarship. As noted above, TJ’s lack of a home base connection to elite legal academic institutions renders this a challenge.

In terms of teaching, therapeutic jurisprudence is worthy of being among the frameworks of legal thought and practice to which law students should be introduced. Michael Jones, the late Arizona judge (discussed above) who built a second career as a law professor and incorporated TJ into his teaching, asserted that TJ exposes “students to innovative perspectives that demand rigorous application of one’s knowledge and values in a creative problem-solving approach.”440 In short, awareness of TJ can fuel students’ intellectual growth and readiness for legal practice. Members of the International Society for Therapeutic Jurisprudence should play a leadership role in fostering a conversation about how to expand TJ’s presence in the law school curriculum. This dialogue should consider ways in which to make the rich body of TJ work more available to law faculty for teaching purposes.

In terms of legal scholarship, TJ adds valuable theoretical and applied insights to our understanding of law, policy, legal institutions, and related interdisciplinary practices. As evidenced above, TJ offers enormous promise and opportunity for further scholarly exploration, both theoretical and applied. TJ-affiliated scholars need to develop ways to get this field and their individual work in front of wider legal academic audiences. Again, ISTJ members should be engaging in this broader conversation and developing “wholesale” strategies that can enhance the field’s presence in the world of legal scholarship.441

2. Continuing Legal Education

Continuing legal education (CLE) presents a largely untapped opportunity to expand TJ’s reach into the practicing bar. As I shared in 2015, although the content of mainstream CLE programs “is overwhelmingly weighted toward black-letter legal
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updates and immediate implications for practice,” after several years of experiencing the realities of legal practice, many lawyers may be receptive to changing “the practice and the substance of law in ways compatible with basic TJ principles.” CLE programs can be one way of encouraging those conversations within the legal profession.

Marjorie Silver’s report on a CLE conference that she organized at Touro Law Center in New York, “Lawyering and Its Discontents: Reclaiming Meaning in the Practice of Law,” offers a close look at the promise of how this form of professional education can move us beyond case summary outlines and into deeper, more reflective modes of thinking about the practice of law. The Touro conference was built around the theme of comprehensive law, including “therapeutic jurisprudence, collaborative lawyering, transformative mediation, and other approaches which aim to transform the practice of law into a humanistic and healing force rather than a confrontational and hurtful process.” Silver’s uncertainty over “whether there would be much interest among the practicing bar” in the conference was soon overcome “by a great deal of interest in this emerging field among practicing attorneys,” with registration (over 150 participants) exceeding that of any previous CLE program at her law school.

An example of a more directed, niche form of continuing education comes by way of the Justice Speakers Institute, created by Peggy Hora (retired judge, discussed above in connection with her foundational work on TJ and problem solving courts), Brian McKenzie (retired judge and former president of the American Judges Association), and David Wallace (former director of the National Center for DWI Courts and expert on traffic safety). JSI offers seminars, workshops, and programs on a wide variety of topics concerning judicial administration and courtroom advocacy, including therapeutic jurisprudence and related topics. The work of JSI illustrates how members of the TJ community can be more entrepreneurial about developing continuing education opportunities for the bar and bench.

Another possibility for continuing education is online learning. For example, Michael Perlin and Heather Ellis Cuolo have co-taught an online, non-credit continuing education course on Trauma and Mental Disability Law. The course is presented through a TJ framework, covering “trauma-related disabilities in civil and criminal courts, the role of trauma in the legal treatment of people with mental disabilities, the
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relationship between trauma and disability reduction, and the relationship between stigma and trauma.\footnote{449}

3. Trial Court Judiciary

When weighing the influence of the judiciary on the development and practice of law, appellate courts naturally receive the lion’s share of attention. They create the precedent that guides lower courts, attorneys, and litigants. Their decisions can shape human behavior and decision making. The case system of study learned by many law students is shaped around the parsing of appellate decisions.

However, from a standpoint of shaping the administration and application of justice in ways that affect everyday people who have dealings with legal systems, the trial courts have more collective influence. Lawyers, parties to litigation, jurors, and the general public have a lot more contact with trial-level courts than with appellate tribunals. Trial court judges are the rulers of their courtrooms and have great say as to how justice is carried out, how lawyers are expected to conduct themselves, and how litigants and witnesses are treated. If our legal systems are to be perceived as embracing legal stakeholders with fairness, dignity, and integrity, then it is in the trial courts where those impressions are most likely to be made.

Thus, it is to the TJ community’s advantage that most of the judges who associate with it preside at the trial court level. These judges have an intimate understanding of how the law impacts individuals on a daily basis. Many of their judicial colleagues may be receptive to some of the judicial practices and reforms being developed, practiced, and proposed within the TJ community. The ISTJ should continue to help to develop and implement approaches for expanding awareness of TJ within judicial networks.

4. Psychology and Psychiatry

TJ scholars and practitioners would benefit greatly by establishing stronger formal ties to the disciplines of psychology and psychiatry. This recommendation may seem odd, given TJ’s already warm embrace of psychological and psychiatric insights and research. However, stronger connections to these disciplines will result in better, more persuasive, evidence-based scholarship, practice, and law reform.\footnote{450} Within these disciplines, two branches are especially relevant to TJ work: psychological trauma and positive psychology. Psychological trauma pertains to so much of the individual suffering that our legal systems can and should address.\footnote{451} Positive psychology helps to shape aspirational
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goals in terms of effecting therapeutic outcomes for legal events and transactions, policy design, and a psychologically healthier legal profession.  

CONCLUSION: AN INVITATION

Building on its original focus on mental health law, criminal justice, and problem-solving courts, therapeutic jurisprudence now applies its multidisciplinary lens to many different areas of law, policy, and practice. It has created a close-knit community with strongly shared values, while transcending strict ideologies, geographic boundaries, and rigid directives. TJ is grounded in a belief that our laws, legal systems, and legal institutions – and legal actors within them – should strive to affirm dignity and well-being, fueled by compassion and informed by insights about what makes us human. Those who find such values, understandings, and objectives for the law compelling and attractive may well find a home in this community of scholars and practitioners.

By issuing an invitation to join this community, I acknowledge a qualified element. An association with TJ is not for those who seek a fast and quick way up the slippery pole of conventional ambition. Especially in the U.S., TJ’s academic base is distributed mainly among law schools and departments of universities regarded as regional, not national, institutions. TJ-associated judges preside primarily at the trial court levels and are often operating outside of the judicial mainstream. TJ-associated legal practitioners are mostly sprinkled among smaller law firms and the public interest sector, as opposed to large commercial law firms and corporations.

Those not dissuaded by this disclosure are warmly invited to join this venture. Opportunities abound in virtually every area of TJ-related inquiry for contributing ideas, research, and practices. With regard to scholarship, many theoretical, doctrinal, procedural, and institutional topics have become subjects of a TJ focus due to the efforts of a handful of people – and in some cases, lone scholars or practitioners. Accordingly, possibilities for doing original, meaningful work abound, especially outside of TJ’s original focal points.

Those drawn to TJ will find that a genuine community awaits them. As Stobbs, Bartels, and Vols observe, “If you ask someone about their initial perceptions of interacting with a group of therapeutic jurisprudence (TJ) practitioners and scholars, a
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word that is very often used to describe these perceptions is ‘community.’”¹⁴⁵³ They reference “the shared attitudes, interests, beliefs and values which tend to characterize the worldviews and the work of members of the TJ community.”¹⁴⁵⁴ They add that many TJ adherents “can usually point to a particular watershed moment in their careers where they observed the law unnecessarily harming people (having an anti-therapeutic effect), leading to a realization that the law itself has powerful agency.”¹⁴⁵⁵

Of course, shared interests and values alone do not necessarily create community. In the case of TJ, it also includes a collective commitment toward creating and maintaining a healthy and supportive academic and professional culture. Having traveled in many circles during a legal and academic career spanning some 35 years, I can attest that this community makes a sincere effort to practice its purported values, and it mostly succeeds in doing so. Dialogue is both spirited and respectful, “bashing” of others’ work is deeply discouraged, contributions of newcomers are welcomed, and there is a collective sense of building something meaningful together. Genuine friendships grow out of these ties as well. As I recently wrote:

Our association with this community helps to renew and enlighten us, not to mention sustains us when spirits flag. Despite the inevitable frustrations of working to change our laws and legal systems for the better, we are blessed to have these opportunities and to engage in work that renders our labors a genuine calling.⁴⁵⁶

On those words, I close, with hopes that this commentary, and the insights and ideas of those discussed and cited within it, will inspire others to join us and contribute to the good work being done in this compelling field of theory and practice.

###
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